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ABSTRACT 155 
 156 
    Close encounters with animals are considered integral for visitors and are trademark 157 

components of traditional educational engagement in zoological parks. As capacity for up-close 158 

encounters continue to increase with a simultaneous development in the field of animal welfare 159 

science, behavioral assessments on the role of common close encounters is timely. Giraffes 160 

(Giraffa camelopardalis) visitor feeding programs are established in approximately 57% of 161 

institutions accredited by Association of Zoos and Aquariums. Due to successful breeding and 162 

capacity building for zoological giraffe populations, this percentage will likely continue to 163 

increase. There is a great deal of variation in the environmental design of giraffe visitor feeding 164 

programs across institutions and limited understanding on the role of these variables on 165 

individual and group welfare for giraffes. The first chapter of this study behaviorally assesses the 166 

effects of space availability and observes the role of feed-type in the usage, interaction types, and 167 

measures of welfare in two different zoological institutions. Findings indicate that increased 168 

space availability increase sharing by individuals as well length of feeding bouts potentially 169 

influencing feeding comfort. Space also modulates aggression at the visitor station as 170 

displacement rates decreased with additional space and were overall lower in giraffes housed 171 

under large type feeding stations. Results show that individuals increase their displacement rate 172 

while at the visitor feeding station, potentially indicating that guest station significantly increases 173 

competition among conspecifics. The second chapter explores the role of social structure and 174 

dynamics on guest station interactions and usage. Though giraffes are thought to establish 175 

predominantly linear dominance hierarchy based on resource competition in zoological settings, 176 

the consequence of artificially concentrated resources for the purpose of guest interactions has 177 

not been investigated.  Zoological studies and recent population studies provide a baseline 178 
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understanding for the role of pro-social feeding interactions and social structure in giraffe 179 

populations as it relates to food distribution, however, there is limited understanding of the role 180 

that social structure plays on the usage of guest feeding programs. Here we found that social 181 

structure metrics of centrality and importance of affiliative interactions play a role in sharing the 182 

guest station, though conspecific direct ties on exhibit are not transferable to ties at the guest 183 

station. Additionally, the study indicates that dominance structure as calculated by exhibit 184 

displacement interactions does not represent the dominance dynamics observed at the guest 185 

station. We suggest a variety of guest engagement opportunities which may better represent the 186 

social structure of these populations and suggest assessment of these programs to other 187 

institutions. This study validates the benefits of assessing animal behavior in zoological settings 188 

under context dependent interactions for the purpose of improving animal welfare enhancing 189 

guest engagement opportunities.  190 

 191 

 192 

 193 

 194 
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 200 
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INTRODUCTION 202 
     Zoological programs that promote human-animal interactions can serve to influence 203 

human attitudes towards nature while promoting species appropriate behavior through empirical 204 

analysis of environmental design, the commonality and variability of giraffe provisioning 205 

programs across AZA institutions, makes them an appropriate animal to analyze. Zoological 206 

institutions accredited by the Association of Zoos and Aquariums are committed to improving 207 

animal care while emphasizing the importance of an entertaining family experience (M. D. 208 

Kreger & Hutchins, 2010). Zoo guests consider proximity and physical contact with animals an 209 

important component of their zoo visit which contribute to feelings of respect towards animal life 210 

(Kidd et al., 1995; Clayton et al., 2009). Proximity to animals has been associated to higher 211 

probability of supporting conservation efforts and building an environmental identity (Powell &  212 

Bullock, 2014; Swanagan, 2000; Clayton et al., 2011).  213 

   Visitor feeding stations have been historically common practice in zoos as a method of 214 

increasing close and active interactions with animals in a traditionally nourishing manner (M. 215 

Kreger & Mench, 1995). Until the 1970s, feeding stations were not only common, but often 216 

combined with showmanship by animals (M. Kreger & Mench, 1995). By the 1990s most 217 

feeding stations were reduced to petting-zoo animals and fish tank interactions due to high 218 

incidences of animal mortality caused by ingestion of foreign bodies potentially fed by visitors 219 

(M. Kreger & Mench, 1995; Hediger, 1969). With new regulations and modern practices in place 220 

due to the Animal Welfare Act of 1966 in the United States and other welfare related regulations 221 

worldwide, controlled feeding stations could serve as a form of education and attraction to 222 

visitors while simultaneously benefiting the animals (M. Kreger & Mench, 1995). Studies have 223 

indicated that close encounters with visitors can vary between negative, neutral, and positive 224 

experiences for the animals involved depending on species and even situation (Fernandez et al., 225 
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2009; Hosey, 2000). As human-animal interactions in zoos continue to be common world-wide, 226 

there is a need to empirically evaluate these by applying models of animal welfare (D’Cruze et 227 

al., 2019; Mellor, 2016). Animals whose social structure may be influenced by human- animal 228 

interactions due to their social structure composition should be the forefront of assessements as 229 

interactions could influence both individual welfare and group structure.  230 

    Giraffes form stable long-term relationships, that appear to be partially mediated by 231 

feeding interactions (Muller et al., 2918), therefore, guest provisioning programs should be 232 

analyzed to further understand the role of their design on giraffe usage and conspecific feeding 233 

interactions. The behavioral study of giraffes provides an opportunity to understand the role of 234 

modern-day public feeding on animal behavior, and the potential factors that modulate usage and 235 

effects of the station on giraffes. Giraffes are a popular megafauna commonly housed in zoos; 236 

they receive sufficient attention to allow for public feeding. Today, approximately 57% of AZA- 237 

accredited institutions provide giraffe feeding stations (Orban et al., 2016). However, there is a 238 

short list of literature that addresses this type of modern visitor feeding station’s effect on animal 239 

welfare or empirically tested best practices.  240 

 A survey of AZA- accredited zoos conducted by Bashaw and colleagues (2001) found 241 

giraffes housed in zoos with visitor feeding programs exhibited a slight trend for lower 242 

probability of oral stereotypic behaviors, indicating that visitor feeding stations could positively 243 

affect giraffe welfare. A study by Orban (2016), found giraffes housed in zoos with visitor 244 

feeding stations with a continuous feeding schedule were more likely to spend time idle than 245 

those in zoos with scheduled feeding stations (Orban et al., 2016). Guest provisioning programs 246 

for giraffes likely promote positive attitudes towards giraffes, however, there is an existing 247 
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knowledge gap in the role of environmental design on giraffe program usage and conspecific 248 

interactions, as well as welfare implications, indicating a need to analyze these variables. 249 

 250 

 251 
 252 
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ABSTRACT   257 
Capacity and use of visitor-animal feeding programs in zoological institutions serve to 258 

foster human-animal connection. The growing establishment of animal welfare science places an 259 

emphasis on the assessment of the environmental design of human-animal interactions and 260 

behavioral effects of these inputs. The social complexity of giraffes and their commonality as 261 

participants in visitor-animal feeding programs makes this species a logical choice for behavioral 262 

assessment. This study assessed environmental design features of space and feed-type on giraffe 263 

participation and interactions in visitor feeding programs in two Florida zoological institutions. 264 

Space allotted at the visitor feeding station positively contributed to feeding bout lengths, percent 265 

of time sharing the visitor station, and reduced the rate of displacements at the visitor station. 266 

Cross-institutional comparisons indicate that visitor programs with larger space allocation have 267 

lower rates of conspecific displacement. Natural feed-types (wax myrtle) as opposed to 268 

vegetables (lettuce and sweet potatoes) was not associated with lower rates of oral stereotypy 269 

rates across institutions. Further assessments should quantify the role of a variety of 270 

environmental features such as food presentation, food type, space allocation, sound, and human 271 

interaction types across a larger number of accredited institutions.   272 

 273 

 274 

 275 

 276 

 277 

 278 

 279 

 280 
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INTRODUCTION 281 
Animal Welfare in Environmental Design.  282 

Zoological institutions provide guests the opportunity to engage with nature while 283 

promoting the wellbeing of animals under their care A considerable number of accredited 284 

zoological institutions place an emphasis on fostering a human-animal connection. This is often 285 

facilitated through close animal encounters and increasingly balanced with significant attention 286 

to animal well-being. The growing focus on animal well-being has been reflected in increased 287 

wellness-inspired designs that emphasize environmental complexity, space allocation, and active 288 

welfare monitoring (Browning & Maple, 2019; Carter et al., 2015; Ward et al., 2018; Von Fersen 289 

et al., 2018; Mellor et al., 2015).  290 

The internal state or welfare of an animal is often defined as the integrated outcomes 291 

produced as consequence of the sensory and neural inputs from the animal’s physiology (Mellor 292 

et al., 2009; Hill & Broom, 2009). The welfare or well-being of an animal ranges on a spectrum 293 

from “bad to great”, and it is mainly governed by the five domains, four of which are governed 294 

by physical components of an environment: nutrition, environmental challenges, health, and 295 

ability to socially interact appropriately (Rushen & Passillé, 1992; Mellor et al., 2009). The fifth 296 

domain relates to the mental components of the animal that may be short- or long-lived, 297 

including anxiety, fear, pain, distress, helplessness, and frustrations among others (Rushen & 298 

Passillé, 1992; Mellor et al., 2009; Kagan et al., 2015; Mellor, 2016). These internal factors can 299 

be quantified through behavioral, endocrine, and physiological measures (Maple & Bloomsmith, 300 

2018). In recent years, many zoos and scientists have promoted the implementation of aspects 301 

beyond the five domains, which are primarily related to survival and the absence of pain, to 302 

focus on positive welfare and create a “life worth living” for zoo animals, great welfare, or 303 

wellness (Meller, 2016; Maple & Perdue, 2013; Wolfensohn et al., 2018). This initiative places 304 
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an emphasis on providing “agency”, control, and opportunity to “thrive” as an alternative 305 

measure from absence of negative indicators (Kagan et al., 2015; Mellor, 2016). Agency to 306 

animals has been defined under the five opportunities defined by Vicino and Miller, 2015. These 307 

relate to the opportunity for a well-balanced diet, to self-maintain, for optimal health, to express 308 

species-specific behavior, and for choice and control (Vicino & Miller, 2015). These 309 

opportunities can be measured on a balance of inputs and outputs which consider the individual 310 

or groups nutrition, environment, physical health, behavior and collectively contribute to the 311 

welfare or mental state of the individual or group (Mellor and Beausoleil, 2015).  312 

One main component of promoting well-being of animals relates to the environmental 313 

design of a habitat as the provided environmental input for the animal to promote species-314 

specific behaviors.  Environmental design in zoos is devised with the intent of providing the 315 

animal or group with species appropriate experiences during the entirety of their day with the 316 

intention of encouraging species appropriate spectrum of behaviors (Kagan et al., 2015; Mellor, 317 

2016). While zoos have historically used environmental enrichment to encourage species-318 

appropriate behaviors, enrichments fail to provide animals with an enduring environment that 319 

provides species appropriate stimulus (Kagan et al., 2015). Environmental design requires 320 

considerably more commitment from zoos in both monetary investment and strategic planning. 321 

Environmental design requires an understanding of species natural history as well as sensory 322 

ecology, while recognizing that even the understanding and implementation of both do not 323 

ensure positive animal wellbeing (Kagan et al., 2015). As zoos continue to explore the balance 324 

between environmental design that stimulates species-appropriate behavior and innovative 325 

human-animal experiences, it is critical to assess the role of already existing human-animal 326 

interactive programs in promoting animal well-being.  327 
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Giraffe Ecology for Zoo Environmental Design 328 

Environmental design for giraffes living in zoo environments should be carefully considered. As 329 

a prominent animal to zoological collections, giraffes provide a unique conservation story to 330 

guests as the tallest terrestrial living mammal, existing in a variety of African countries facing 331 

economic instability and ecological disruption. As a sentinel for large herbivore mammals with 332 

complex fission fusion social dynamics, zoological institutions should provide habitats which not 333 

only promote species appropriate behaviors but also provide guest engagement opportunities that 334 

facilitate the visibility of these ecological components.   335 

Nutrition & Behavior 336 

To understand the needs of giraffes in a zoological context, their feeding ecology must be 337 

interpreted, as it consumes most of their energetic budget. Studies conducted in the Serengeti 338 

(Seronera woodlands) show that females spend 72% of their day foraging for browse and males 339 

spend 55% (9.5 h -13 hours a day), with daily intakes of 1.6% and 2.1% of their body weights 340 

(Dagg & Foster, 1976). Their diet consists predominantly of Acacia tortilis (Males 33.3% and 341 

females 27.1% of annual diet) followed by Grewia and a few other types of Acacia (Pellew, 342 

1984). These plant species contain high nutritional quality and many are armed plants that 343 

contain thorns with small leaves as well as stinging ants in the genus Crematogaster, and 344 

therefore require complex oral manipulation and relatively quick transition from tree to tree to 345 

efficiently forage (Madden & Young, 1992).  346 

Captive feeding regimens have been linked to the occurrence of oral stereotypic 347 

behaviors in giraffes (Bashaw et al., 2001). Abnormal or stereotypic behaviors have been 348 

historically described as functionless, invariant, and repetitive behavior patterns, which 349 

commonly indicate a sign of compromised welfare (Mason, 1991; Mason 2010). However, 350 
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stereotypies are complex in that the mere existence of a stereotypic behavior does not equate to a 351 

deficiency in the animal’s welfare or consequence to their quality of life. Stereotypic behaviors 352 

can be a coping response to a stressor that no longer is present and can in some cases have not 353 

actual cost to the well-being of the animal. Due to their presence in animals housed in zoological 354 

institutions, they continue to serve as an initial indicator for animal well-being (Watters et al., 355 

2009). A study by Bashaw (2001) surveyed 71 AZA-accredited institutions regarding giraffe 356 

stereotypic behaviors and found that 72.4% of surveyed giraffes regularly exhibited at least one 357 

type of stereotypic behavior. The most common oral stereotypies in giraffes are licking of non-358 

food items and tongue playing, in which giraffes engage in rolling of the tongue inside and 359 

outside their mouth with no immediate feeding purpose (Bashaw et al., 2001). The third 360 

described oral stereotypic behavior is vacuum chewing, in which the animal repeatedly performs 361 

a chewing motion without ingestion of food item exclusively from rumination (Baxter & 362 

Plowman, 2001). Though abnormal behaviors in giraffes are not fully understood, the origin of 363 

oral stereotypic behaviors has been related to unsatisfied oral manipulation needed in more 364 

natural browse (Fernandez et al., 2018). Experimentally, it has been shown that closed top 365 

feeders in zoological institutions decrease the instance of oral stereotypies (Fernandez et al., 366 

2008). 367 

Sensory Ecology & Behavior 368 

     As inhabitants of the open African savannas, visual sensory modalities are important for both 369 

predator avoidance and social interactions (Bashaw, 2019 & Cameron & du Toit, 2005). Though 370 

a surprisingly short review of articles exists on the importance of visual and space acuity 371 

information for giraffe interaction, it is likely that it plays a large role in shaping their social 372 

environment (Kasozi & Montgomery, 2018). Giraffe’s vision allows them to detect movement at 373 
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a distance of 2 km (Foster & Dagg, 1976; Mitchell et al., 2013). This long-range visual sampling 374 

enables long distance interactions. For example, Seeber et al. (2012) described displacement 375 

behaviors between two bulls at distances between 40-100 meters. In the context of feeding, 376 

visual communication may be important between individuals. Muller et al. (2018) looked at 377 

social affiliation between 77 giraffes in the Great Rift Valley of Kenya and found that 378 

individuals showed consistent preferred affiliations independent of habitat type or complexity of 379 

habitat and displayed individual social preferences while foraging. Additionally, Bashaw et al., 380 

(2007) describes feeding within two neck lengths as an indicator of pro-social interactions 381 

between individuals, noting that social interactions between giraffes may be challenging to 382 

estimate as communication can potentially occur at large distances. Social feeding tendencies 383 

differ among sexes; females are more likely to establish long-term associations and are found in 384 

groups of 3-5 feeding as opposed to transient males, with the exception of young male bachelor 385 

groups who are found traveling and browsing together (Bercovitch et al., 2006; Bashaw et al., 386 

2007; Bercovitch & Deacon, 2015; VanderWaal et al., 2014).   387 

  Environmental design for giraffes with consideration towards their feeding and social ecology 388 

commonly focuses on providing giraffes with opportunities to browse in a reasonably distributed 389 

environment of hay, concentrates, and varying browse that mimic wild counterparts’ feeding 390 

ecology (Sullivan et al., 2010).  Evenly distributed food resources encourage the expected 391 

feeding behaviors of giraffes in a zoo setting during normal feeding. Additionally, giraffe 392 

habitats are often built with large animal sensory in environment in mind, these encompass large 393 

visual fields, with ability to see other animal habitats, providing an opportunity for large 394 

established distances between conspecifics and others. In the case of visitor giraffe feedings, 395 

there is higher variability of food presentation and space allocation for giraffes. In a review by 396 
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Orban et al., (2016) an estimated 57% of AZA institutions provide guest provisioning programs, 397 

the structure of these varies in schedule, environmental design for giraffes, and food type 398 

offered.  399 

Visitor Feeding Stations for Giraffes  400 

Visitor feeding opportunities in giraffe habitats allow guests to interact with a large mammal in a 401 

secure environment while still promoting the basic principles of human-animal bonds through an 402 

inherently nurturing interaction (Kreger & Mench 1995). The design of such a feature in an 403 

animal habitat is complex, it must consider the guest experience while recognizing the inherent 404 

needs and motivations of the animals. Guest feeding programs vary greatly, many position guests 405 

at ground level with giraffes while others provide a platform to provide eye-level interaction 406 

between the two species. There is variation in their spatial structure as many provide multiple 407 

places for one or many giraffes to stand while others may only allow a restricted space for a 408 

single to a couple of giraffes to feed simultaneously. In the scenarios where giraffe feeding 409 

stations are designed to encourage a single giraffe to feed, this may result in the consolidation of 410 

resources, which may encourage food competition and discourage the species appropriate group 411 

feeding habits (Young & Isbell, 1991; Horova et al., 2015).  Due to the potential importance of 412 

space in visual communication as well as preferred social affiliation during foraging interactions, 413 

it is possible that the amount of space allotted for giraffes to occupy at the visitor feeding station 414 

may influence their use of it in terms of total time spent consuming food, as well as total time 415 

sharing the food source. Additionally, if the visitor station is consolidated, it is possible that it 416 

creates a source of competition for food which may increase displacement at the visitor station as 417 

opposed to the rest of the exhibit. The existing variation in food presentation and feed type 418 
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(browse, vegetables, and biscuits) may also contribute to the usage and nature of interactions at 419 

the visitor feeding station as well as engagement in stereotypical behaviors (Orban et al., 2016).  420 

 Due to the existing variation across institutions, it is important to examine the role of these 421 

features on giraffe well-being in the context of feeding behavior and pro-social interactions. This 422 

type of evaluation should serve to better inform the design of human – giraffe interactions with a 423 

welfare framework that promotes species typical behavior.     424 

    This study makes observations on the potential role that design and feed type at the visitor 425 

station has on station use, interaction, and oral stereotypies through the analysis of interactions 426 

and station usage in two differently managed institutions. Due to the importance of visual 427 

communication and space acuity for social feeding in giraffes, it is expected that larger stations 428 

may diffuse competition for feed at the station and may encourage resource sharing. 429 

Additionally, feeding stations that offer natural browse may? Have lower rates of oral 430 

stereotypies by their users and may be a positive welfare input for giraffe environmental design.  431 

 432 

 433 

 434 

 435 

 436 

 437 

 438 

 439 

 440 

 441 
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METHODS 442 
Study Site  443 

This study observed the giraffe group of Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens (JZG).  This population 444 

is housed in a 2.5 acre habitat with a visitor feeding station that is approximately 15ft in length 445 

allowing approximately one to two giraffes to use it simultaneously (rarely three), providing wax 446 

myrtle as well as other browse variety available seasonally, and allowing one visitor to provision 447 

at a time. This study also observed the Brevard Zoo’s giraffe group which is housed in a  2.5 acre 448 

habitat with a visitor feeding station that is 75 ft long and 50ft feet wide (L shape) in which a 449 

combination of vegetables (sweet potato and lettuce) is offered at the station year-round. The 450 

structure of this visitor station allows virtually all giraffes to occupy it simultaneously, and 451 

provides the opportunity to feed for more than one feeding location, and more than one visitor at 452 

a time with unspecified limit. Table 3. provides comparison between guest feeding stations, 453 

figures 1 and 2 show google earth screenshots of both habitats.  454 

Subjects  455 

Nine giraffes classified as reticulated housed in Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens (JZG) and 7 456 

classified as Masai, 1 reticulated giraffe housed in Brevard Zoo were observed. The JZG 457 

population has one adult male, two non-reproductive adult females, two adult reproductive 458 

females, two sub-adult females and two individuals who were under the age of one during 459 

observations and were therefore excluded from analysis due to natal interactions and physical 460 

inability to access station. The Brevard Zoo population has two adult males, two juvenile males, 461 

three adult females, and one individual under the age of one who was also excluded from 462 

analysis. Characteristics of individual animals can be found in table 2.  463 

Data Collection  464 
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A total of 186.5 hours of interaction data were collected between May 19 and July 28, 2018. A 465 

total of 84.92 hours of social interaction and station usage collected at Jacksonville Zoo and 466 

Gardens, 44.92 hours during phase 1 of the study and 40 hours during phase 2 of the study, and 467 

37.58 hours at Brevard Zoo. An additional total of 45.5 hours of feeding and stereotypy 468 

observations were collected at Jacksonville Zoo, and 18.5 hours at Brevard Zoo using 469 

instantaneous minute scans to collect the presence of foraging type or stereotypy. At both 470 

locations, animals were observed Monday through Friday between the hours of 9:00 and 15:00 471 

for one hour and twenty-five-minute observations in which the first fifty-five minutes observed 472 

station usage and interactions, and the following thirty minutes observed feeding behaviors and 473 

stereotypies. During observations, the observer was positioned on the visitor platform adjacent to 474 

the feeding stations. Therefore, giraffes were only observed when on public display. All data 475 

collection was approved by JZG and Brevard Zoo’s IACUC committees. This method was used 476 

to reliably collect interaction information and station usage. A single observer collected all of 477 

Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s data, and a different single observer collected the data for 478 

Brevard Zoo. Inter Observer Reliability was obtained four times for each population for the 479 

entirety of the session, once weekly. 480 

Behavioral Observations  481 

       An ethogram was established by combining published work by Seeber et al. (2012) and 482 

Bashaw (2003) (Table 2.) Station usage, duration, and interactions were collected as all-483 

occurrence behaviors, and feeding or oral stereotypic behaviors were recorded at one-minute 484 

instantaneous scans (Altmann, 1974). Preliminary observations indicated that one-minute 485 

intervals are sufficient to scan the nine individuals in Jacksonville Zoo. The use of the station is 486 

categorized in table 2. as “Use of Station Behaviors”. Use of station behaviors, regardless of 487 
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sociality or dominance involved, were recorded separately from other social behaviors, to avoid 488 

circular measurements.  Individuals were considered to be using the visitor station if they were 489 

within a neck’s length of the platform for both institutions. In the Jacksonville group, using the 490 

station was counted if the individual was within a neck’s length of the platform and they were 491 

within the rock structure in which a visitor could feed them. Because the study could not control 492 

for the presence of a visitor being present, we counted use of the station whether there was a 493 

visitor present or not. Approach to an occupied station was counted if a giraffe becomes 494 

proximate or within one neck’s length of the platform while there is another giraffe within one 495 

neck’s length of the platform. Individual time sharing the station was counted as the total 496 

seconds of overlap between one giraffe and other(s). Displacement at the station was recorded as 497 

both contact and non-contact displacement if it occurred within proximity of the platform (one 498 

neck’s length of the giraffe). All observations were recorded using Zoo Monitor’s interactive 499 

ethograms (Ross et al., 2016). 500 

Manipulation of Environment 501 

    The first phase of the study observed the Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s population when 502 

there was only one feeding station available, allowing for one or two individuals to access it 503 

simultaneously. Phase two of the study involved the addition of a secondary feeding station 504 

which allowed for two more individuals to access the visitor feeding platform. These two 505 

stations were adjacent to each other and allowed individuals to interact. The addition of a 506 

secondary station was accomplished by modifying the internal rock structure of the exhibit to 507 

allow giraffes to approach the platform from a secondary point from the first station at 508 

Jacksonville Zoo. Data collection for each treatment was done for one month continuously with a 509 

week period of acclimation after the second station was inserted. The Brevard population was 510 
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observed without any manipulations to their station structure. Ethogram and data collection 511 

protocols were the same as that used in Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens. 512 

    Because not all individuals were observed during the same amount of time, either due to phase 513 

1 and phase 2 observation differences or individual management differences (giraffes chose to 514 

stay in barn or were out of view from observer), visitor station approach was converted to rate 515 

per minute of total observed time for each animal. Additionally, percentage of time at station was 516 

calculated as the percentage of time an individual used the visitor station out of total time visible. 517 

Bouts of station usage was calculated as the average amount of time an individual spent at the 518 

station each time they approached. Since individuals spent unequal amounts of time at the visitor 519 

station, displacement rate per minute was calculated out of the total time an individual spent at 520 

station each session.  521 

Statistical Analysis  522 

      To look at the differences between station usage between phase 1 and phase 2 in the JZG 523 

population a paired t-test or  Wilcoxon signed ranked test, was conducted according to data 524 

normality, for the Jacksonville group by comparing mean values of each individual for percent 525 

time using station, rate of station approach, average station usage bout, and rate of displacement. 526 

To look at group differences for station use between JZG and Brevard Zoo an Independent T-527 

test, or Mann-Whitney U test was conducted, according to normality, to compare phase 1 and 528 

Brevard Zoo and phase 2 and Brevard Zoo for percent time using station, rate of station 529 

approach, average station usage bout, and rate of displacement. To compare differences in 530 

displacement rates between males and females a Mann Whitney U test was conducted due to 531 

non-normal distribution using the mean displacement rate of all males (n = 4) and all females (n 532 

= 8). To compare the difference in average percent of scans of browse consumption and 533 
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stereotypies between the two populations, an Independent T-test were conducted due to normal 534 

distribution. To assess the relationship between oral stereotypies and browse consumption, 535 

Pearson correlation was conducted due to normal distribution.  536 

 537 

Hypothesis 1. Because co-feeding is an affiliative behavior in giraffes, visitor feeding stations 538 

that require giraffes to be in proximity while feeding will be less used than those that allow large 539 

space gaps between giraffes due to consolidated resource allocation. Therefore, the more space 540 

allotted at the visitor feeding station, the more use it will receive by individuals with a lower rate 541 

of displacement.  542 

Predictions 1:  543 

Effects of modifying platform at Jacksonville 544 

1. The visitor feeding station will receive more use during phase 2 than phase 1. 545 

2. Individuals will feed for longer averaged bouts during phase 2.  546 

3. On average, individuals will spend a larger percent of time sharing the station during 547 

phase 2 than phase 1.  548 

4. Due to increased space availability, individuals will exhibit a lower average rate of 549 

displacement while using the visitor feeding station during phase 2 than phase 1.  550 

Differences Between Zoos 551 

5. Due to the larger space availability of Brevard Zoo’s visitor station, on average 552 

individuals will spend a larger percentage of their time at the station than both phase 1 553 

and phase 2 of the Jacksonville population.  554 

6. Due to larger space availability of Brevard Zoo’s visitor station, on average individuals 555 

will spend a larger amount of time sharing the visitor station than both phase 1 and phase 556 
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7. Due to larger space availability of Brevard Zoo’s visitor station, individuals will exhibit 557 

lower average displacement rate at the station than in JZG’s phase 1 and phase 2.  558 

8. Space consolidation at the Jacksonville Station creates food competition, therefore there 559 

is an average higher rate of displacement/minute at the visitor station than on exhibit. 560 

This should not be observed during phase 2 or in the Brevard group.  561 

Hypothesis 2. Browse consumption encourages natural oral locomotion by giraffes and therefore 562 

giraffes that consume more browse will be less likely to engage in oral stereotypies.   563 

Prediction H2. 564 

1. There will be a negative correlation between average percent scans of browse 565 

consumption and average percent scans engaging in stereotypies.  566 

Hypothesis 3. Visitor stations that offer browse will have a population who consumes more 567 

browse while on exhibit than those who are only offered browse throughout exhibit.  568 

Prediction H3. 569 

1. Brevard Zoo’s population will on average consume less browse than JZG’s 570 

population.  571 

 572 

 573 

 574 

 575 

 576 

 577 

 578 

 579 
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RESULTS 580 
H 1.1 Station usage was normally distributed for average percent station usage for phase 1 (SW 581 

= 0.69) and phase 2 observations (SW = 0.52). Therefore, a paired samples T-test was used to 582 

assess the difference between average usage of the visitor station between phase 1 and phase 2 583 

observations. No significant difference was identified between phase 1 (M = 11.81, SD= 8.01) 584 

and phase 2 (M = 16.95, SD = 11.29) average station usage (t(6) = -1.66, p = -0.148).  585 

H1.2 The difference between phase 1 and phase 2 average feeding bout length was calculated 586 

conducting a Wilcoxon Related Samples Signed Ranked test due to non-normal distribution of 587 

feeding bouts (phase 1 SW < 0.0001, phase 2 SW = 0.003). Results indicate that on average 588 

individuals fed for longer bouts during phase 2 (M = 341,95, SD = 156.56) than when they 589 

fed in phase 1 (M = 192.33, SD =71.27; Z(6) = 2.197, p = 0.028).  (Figure 6.) 590 

H1.3 Values for percent sharing for phase 1(SW = 0.901, p = 0.337 ) and phase 2 (SW = 0.857, p 591 

= 0.143) were normally distributed, therefore a Paired Samples T-test was used to assess the 592 

difference between average percent of sharing between phase 1 (M = 27.28,SD= 17.90) and 593 

phase 2 (M = 53.96,SD = 22.5). Results indicate that on average group members spent more 594 

time sharing the station during phase 2 (t(6) = -7.761, p < 0.0001). (Figure 4.)  595 

H1.4 Average displacement rate/minute was normally distributed in phase 1 (SW = 0.914, p = 596 

0.422) and phase 2 (SW = 0.948, p = 0.713), therefore a Paired Samples T-test was used to 597 

assess the difference between average rate/minute of displacement at the visitor station during 598 

phase 1 (M = 0.25 , SD = 0.16) and phase 2 (M = 0.096, SD = 0.082). Rate of displacement was 599 

significantly lower during phase 2 than phase 1 interactions (t(6) = 0.257, p = 0.042). (Figure 600 

5.)  601 

H1.5 A Mann-Whitney U Test was used to assess the difference between Brevard’s average 602 

percent station usage and JZG phase 1 (SW = 0.782, p = 0.003)  and Brevard and phase 2 (SW = 603 
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0.827, p = 0.011).Results indicate no significant difference between Brevard (Mdn = 30.51) and 604 

JZG’s phase 1 (Mdn = 11.75;U = 11.00, p = 0.097 r = 0.46) or JZG’s phase 2 (Mdn = 11.79; U = 605 

15.00, p = 0.259, r = 0.32). 606 

H1.6 Due to the normal distribution of JZG’s phase 1 and Brevard’s values sharing the station 607 

(SW = 0.923, p = 0.241), and the normal distribution of JZG’s phase 2 and Brevard’s values 608 

sharing the station (SW = 0.962, P = 0.757) an Independent T- test of unequal variance (F = 5.58, 609 

p = 0.036) was used to calculate the difference between average percent of time sharing the 610 

station for JZG phase 1 and Brevard and independent T-test of equal variance (F = 2.46 , p = 611 

0.143) was used to assess the difference between JZG phase 2 and Brevard. Results indicate 612 

that on average individuals in the Brevard population (M = 73.55,SD = 31.96) spent a 613 

larger amount of time sharing the station than individuals in phase 1 (M= 27.29, SD = 614 

17.90; t(9.4) = 3.341 , p = 0.008) (Figure 4.). Results indicate no significant difference between 615 

average percent of time sharing the station in Brevard (M= 73.55,SD = 31.96) and JZG’s phase 2 616 

(M = 53.96, SD = 22.50; t (12) = 1.33, p = 0.209).  617 

H1.7 A Mann Whitney U test was used to assess the difference of average displacement rates 618 

between phase 1 and Brevard (SW = 0.764, p = 0.002) and phase 2 and Brevard (SW = 0.732, p 619 

= 0.001). Results indicate that on average, the Brevard population (Mdn = 0.00) has a lower 620 

rate/minute of displacement while using the station than phase 1 (Mdn = 0.31; U = 0.00 , p 621 

= 0.001, r = 0.84) and phase 2 (Mdn = 0.093; U = 5.00, p = 0.011, r = 0.68) (figure 5.).  622 

H1.8 Average rate of displacement on exhibit (SW= 0.943, p = 0.665) and at the station (SW = 623 

0.959, p = 0.808) during phase 1 observations was normally distributed. Therefore, a Paired 624 

Samples T-test was calculated to assess the average difference in rate of displacement between 625 

individuals while interacting on exhibit and at the station. There was a significant difference 626 
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between average displacement rate on exhibit (M = 1.94 E-06, SD = 1.11 E-06) and at the 627 

visitor station (M = 0.25, SD = 0.16; t(6) = 4.09, p = 0.006), indicating that on average, 628 

individuals were more likely to displace others at the visitor station than they were on 629 

exhibit during phase 1. Average rate of displacement on exhibit (SW = 0.964, p = 0.852) and at 630 

the station (SW = 0.948, p = 0.713) during phase 2 observations was normally distributed, 631 

therefore a Paired Samples T-test was calculated to assess the average difference in rate of 632 

displacement between individuals while interacting on exhibit and at the station. There was a 633 

significant difference between average displacement rate on exhibit (M = 1.42 E-06 , SD = 634 

6.09 E-07) and at the visitor station (M = 0.09, SD = 0.08; t(6) = 3.081 , p = 0.022), 635 

indicating that on average, individuals were more likely to displace others at the visitor 636 

station than they were on exhibit during phase 2. Average rate of displacement on exhibit 637 

(SW = 0.700, p = 0.004) and at the station (SW = 0.838, p = 0.95) during Brevard observations 638 

were not normally distributed. Therefore, a Wilcoxon Signed Ranked Test was calculated to 639 

assess the average difference in rate of displacement between individuals while interacting on 640 

exhibit and at the station. There was no significant difference between average displacement rate 641 

on exhibit (Mdn = 0.00-7) and at the visitor station (Mdn = 0.000; Z (6) = -0.943 , p = 0.345).  642 

H2.1 Due to normal distribution of browse consumption samples (SW = 0.931, p = 0.559) and 643 

stereotypy (SW = 0.29, p = 0.539), a Pearson correlation was calculated to measure the 644 

relationship between browse consumption and oral stereotypies, the Brevard and JZG 645 

populations were combined. There was no significant relationship between average percent 646 

browse consumed (M = 12.70, SD = 9.69) and average percent of scans engaged in stereotypic 647 

behaviors (M = 9.63, SD = 7.90; r (14) = -0.144, p = 0.312). 648 
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Males’ and females’ average difference for percent station usage, average percent sharing, 649 

average rate per minute of received displacement, and average rate per minute of initiated 650 

aggression were assessed for Brevard and phase 1 (JZG) and Brevard and phase 2 (JZG). Mann 651 

Whitney U tests were conducted for phase 1 and Brevard (SW = 0.782, p = 0.003) and phase 2 652 

and Brevard (SW = 0.827, p = 0.011) average percent of time at station values. There was no 653 

significant difference between males (Mdn = 30.51) and females (Mdn = 11.79; U = 13.00, p = 654 

0.205, r = 0.34) average use of the station for phase 1 and Brevard comparisons. There was also 655 

no significant difference between males (Mdn = 30.51) and females (Mdn = 11.79; U = 12.00, p 656 

= 0162, r = 0.04) average use of the station for phase 2 and Brevard comparisons.  Independent 657 

T-tests of equal variance were calculated for phase 1 and Brevard (SW = 0.923, p = 0.241; F= 658 

2.13, p = 0.17) and phase 2 and Brevard (SW = 0.962, p = 0.757, F = 2.23, p = 0.16) average 659 

percent of time sharing the station values. There was no significant difference between males (M 660 

= 29.88, SD = 23.15) and females (M = 42.30, SD = 29.62; t(12) = -1.198 , p = 0.254) average 661 

sharing of the station for phase 1 and Brevard comparisons. There was also no significant 662 

difference between males (M = 70.93, SD = 59.76) and females (M = 59.76, SD = 24.98; t(12) = 663 

0.690, p = 0.503) average sharing of the station for phase 2 and Brevard comparisons.  Mann 664 

Whitney U test was conducted to assess the difference in rates of received displacement at the 665 

station between males and females between phase 1 and Brevard (SW = 0.76, p = 0.002) and 666 

phase 2 and Brevard (SW = 0.39, p <0.0001). There was no significant difference between males 667 

(Mdn = 0.007) and females (Mdn = 0.15; U = 10.50, p = 0.11, r = 0.43) average received 668 

displacement rate for phase 1 and Brevard comparisons. There was also no significant difference 669 

between males (Mdn = 0.007) and females (Mdn = 0.21; U = 9.00, p = 0.07, r = 0.48) average 670 

received displacement rate for phase 2 and Brevard comparisons.  Mann Whitney U test was 671 
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calculated to assess the difference in rates of initiated displacement at the station between males 672 

and females between phase 1 and Brevard (SW = 0.76, p = 0.002) and phase 2 and Brevard (SW 673 

=0.66, p =0.003). There was a significant difference between males (Mdn = 0.00) and 674 

females (Mdn = 0.16; U = 5.50, p = 0.022, r = 0.61) average initiated displacement rate for 675 

phase 1 and Brevard comparisons. There was no significant difference between males (Mdn = 676 

0.00) and females (Mdn = 0.04; U = 9.00, p = 0.66, r = 0.49) average initiated displacement rate 677 

for phase 2 and Brevard comparisons. 678 

H3.1 An Independent T-test of equal variance was calculated to measure the difference between 679 

average percent of scans engaged in browse consumption between the JZG group and the 680 

Brevard population (SW = 0.931, p = 0.559; F = 0.828, p = 0.381). There was no significant 681 

difference between percent of scans engaged in browse consumption between the JZG 682 

population (M = 15.72, SD = 8.41) and Brevard (M = 9.67, SD = 10.54; t(12) = -1.187, p = 683 

0.258).  684 

 685 

 686 

 687 

 688 

 689 

 690 

 691 

 692 

 693 

 694 
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DISCUSSION  695 
     This study provides support for the importance of environmental design modeled after species 696 

feeding and social ecology as a factor to promote animal well-being and guest engagement 697 

programs that promote species appropriate behavior. The overall behavioral comparisons 698 

between treatments and populations show that space availability at the visitor feeding station 699 

positively contribute to conspecific interactions as defined by co-feeding behaviors and lower 700 

displacement rates while engaging with a guest program. Though space did not increase total use 701 

of the station, it likely provided feeding comfort to individuals as mean feeding bout increased.  702 

    This study does not indicate that naturalistic browse at the feeding station plays an important 703 

role in total browse consumption for individuals given that there is opportunity to browse 704 

throughout the habitat. Additionally, this study does not provide support for the station usage as 705 

tool to reduce stereotypical oral behaviors.  706 

Station Usage  707 

     The addition of a secondary station to the Jacksonville population did not result in individuals 708 

using the station more, however, their interactions with the station were longer on average. 709 

Longer feeding bouts by giraffes potentially contribute to longer interaction between guests and 710 

animal, and likely influence guest attitude towards animal (Kreger & Mench, 1995; Clayton 711 

2009). Despite the larger size and dimension of Brevard’s guest feeding station (table 3. & figure 712 

1.), their population did not significantly use the station more than the Jacksonville population in 713 

either treatment, indicating that space alone does not predict usage of the station from giraffes.  714 

    It is likely that station usage on an individual scale is modulated by intrinsic factors such as 715 

hunger, amenability towards guests, relationship to the staff or volunteers present, preference for 716 

diet offered at the feeding station or potentially other unmeasured values. While JZG offered a 717 

natural species of browse, wax myrtle, this species is not similar to Acacia tortilis types or 718 
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Grewia, the more naturally consumed browse types for giraffes (Pellew, 1984). It is possible that 719 

browse type contributes to motivation to interact with station and guests. In the case of Brevard, 720 

adult female Johari, used the station the most, it is possible she found a preference for the food 721 

type offered as opposed to others.  722 

Station Sharing  723 

     This study provides evidence for the importance of space allocation in human-giraffe feeding 724 

programs in relation to giraffe co-feeding interactions and resource distribution. The Brevard 725 

population significantly spent more time sharing the station with conspecifics than phase 1 of the 726 

Jacksonville population. The addition of a secondary station to the Jacksonville population 727 

significantly increased sharing among individuals, making this treatment statistically similar to 728 

the Brevard population. As strict natural browsers with overlapping home ranges, and social 729 

system mediated by food distribution (Foster and Dagg 1972; Muller 2018;Vandewaal et al., 730 

2014 ), a large (~75 ft long) guest feeding platform provides the opportunity for multiple giraffes 731 

to feed simultaneously at distances that appropriately represent their overall large sensory range 732 

(Kasozi & Montgomery, 2018; Mitchell et al., 2012). It is possible that during the phase 1 733 

treatment, individuals were less likely to share the station due to the proximity the station 734 

demands of conspecifics, always closer than two neck lengths, and often in contact with each 735 

other (Bashaw, 2007). This small distance was not normally observed during co-feeding bouts on 736 

exhibit, therefore, this design reduces the opportunity for giraffes to feed at a distance that is 737 

normally appropriate. When the secondary station was installed, average sharing increased by 738 

almost every individual, indicating that individuals were more likely to engage in the new 739 

required conspecific distance for co-feeding while feeding at the visitor station.  740 

Consolidated Feeding Opportunities Contribute to Displacement Interactions 741 
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This evaluation provides evidence for the importance of space and displacement interactions 

among giraffes. Displacement rates at the visitor feeding station were significantly higher in 

phase 1 than phase 2 of the study, indicating that resource consolidation at the visitor station may 

promote competition and result in higher aggression rates and likely contributes to a more linear 

than expected hierarchy among giraffes (Horova et al., 2015). Brevard’s population exhibited 

significantly lower rates of displacement compared to both phase 1 and phase 2 in the 

Jacksonville population. However, during all observations including Brevard, displacement rates 

were highest at the visitor feeding station than the rest of the exhibit. This indicates that any kind 

of consolidation, no matter how small, positively contributes to displacement rates among 

individuals. Male giraffes have been observed engaging in dominance and submissive 

interactions at distances approximating 40-100 meters (Seeber et al., 2012), while this has not 

been observed in females who made up the majority of the sample size,  this consolidated area 

could amplify competition merely due to the proximity it requires. It is also possible this 

increased rate in displacement may exist due to restricted opportunities at the feeding station 

(one available guest to provide food). Future environmental design should focus on creating 

ample space for guest feeding interactions and potentially a variety of food disbursement 

opportunities likely supported by guests. These structured challenges at the visitor feeding 

station could dilute the possibility of amplified competition among conspecifics in restricted 

spaces.  

Browse Consumption & Stereotypes in Relation to the Visitor Station.   

The comparison of browse consumption between the Brevard population and the Jacksonville 

population independent of treatment did not indicate a significant difference, this indicates that 

despite the absence of browse in the Brevard visitor feeding station, individuals consume browse 764 
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from other features of the habitat (feeders and natural browse). The absence in relationship 765 

between browse consumption and oral stereotypies may potentially indicate that oral stimulation 766 

does not always come from browse interaction. This study did not find a relationship between 767 

oral stereotypy rates and station usage in agreement with Orban et al., (2016)’s findings, 768 

indicating that at the very least, the guest feeding stations do not contribute to welfare 769 

compromise for individuals.  770 

Future Guest Feeding Program Design  771 

Visitor feeding programs can exist as a tool to promote human animal connection and engage 772 

guests with the conservation stories of giraffes in a manner that promotes ecologically 773 

appropriate behaviors. This study indicates that stations should be built to allow a multitude of 774 

giraffes to occupy it at the same time while maintaining at least neck-length distance between 775 

each other. Because giraffes often feed in groups of three and habitats often allow for various 776 

viewing areas, it is possible that a successful design could involve a variety of engagement pods. 777 

Programmatically, this would likely reduce waiting time for guests while increasing possibility 778 

of engagement. Ecologically, it would provide giraffes to use the visitor feeding station while 779 

maintaining an ecologically appropriate distance from conspecifics and potentially feed alone 780 

based on their social position (chapter 2.). Additionally, because giraffe stations had higher rates 781 

of displacement than the rest of the exhibit/habitat, it is possible that multiple feeding 782 

opportunities facilitated by guest could ameliorate this factor. Potentially feeding enrichment 783 

devices similar to those facilitated in barns could be adapted for guest engagement. This would 784 

not only promote natural feeding behavior by giraffes but may also provide an educational 785 

opportunity for guests regarding giraffe wellness.  786 

Giraffe Guest Engagement Environmental Design Should be Further Explored 787 
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     The existing variation of visitor feeding opportunities in giraffe habitats should be further 788 

assessed. An in-depth review of environmental design features or inputs of both giraffe and 789 

human environment could quantify the existing variation in more detail across AZA institutions. 790 

The usage of station, sharing, and displacement at the visitor station should also be assessed 791 

across varying programs to create a better understanding of the role of these environmental 792 

features on giraffe behavior and social interaction. Other factors such as guest derived noises as 793 

well as program related noises could also influence station usage and should be considered 794 

(Orban et al., 2016). The role of human interaction features on giraffes should also be assessed in 795 

terms of temporal effects and welfare. Though current literature on giraffe feeding programs 796 

does not indicate that their existence is a hinderance towards welfare, there are indications of 797 

higher levels of idleness (Orban et al., 2016). Here we indicate that stations increase competition 798 

among individuals, however, this should be further explored to analyze the role of competition 799 

among giraffes on other welfare indicators.  800 

Study Design Improvements  801 

Though the study observed different giraffes during the same seasons and time frame, the 802 

influence of season likely affects the types of interactions giraffes have with the visitor station 803 

both in the context of nutritional needs and as a result of visitor densities. The study took place 804 

during the summer months, reflecting a relatively active period for guest presence which does 805 

not reflect guest densities throughout the year. Additionally, these traditionally hotter months 806 

likely positively contributed to giraffe activity compared to winter months as giraffes are most 807 

efficient in dissipating heat (Mitchell and Skinner, 2004).  This study strictly focused on animal 808 

behavior components and could have expanded by incorporating guest attitudes and reflection 809 

regarding guest feeding experiences and preferences to get a clear understanding of both sides of 810 
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engagement. Alterations to the stations impacted both the giraffes’ perception of the station and 811 

guest usage, quantifying this factor could improve the validity of the results. Guest and staff 812 

interactions were not controlled during this study, this component is difficult to control but likely 813 

affected the results of the study. Observations of two different institutions were compared during 814 

this study, while this provided a reasonable understanding about the effects of space on giraffe 815 

station usage, it also introduced biases related to design as these stations not only differed in size 816 

but also in purpose. In the Brevard habitat, the feeding station’s first level is a keeper location, 817 

therefore, throughout the day keepers walk in and out of this area, likely affecting the motivation 818 

for usage of this space. In the Jacksonville population, the visitor feeding station also has a water 819 

feature for giraffes to drink, though drinking behaviors were excluded from the data set, this 820 

likely contributed to individual motivation for approaching the station. Sample size is a persistent 821 

challenge in zoo studies, the small sample size observed in this study is likely not an accurate 822 

representation of behaviors across institutions especially when considering the multitude of 823 

external factors in a habitat.  824 

Conclusion  825 

This study demonstrates that space allocation in visitor feeding program contributes to 826 

displacement rates, conspecific sharing, and bouts of feeding. Further research should focus on 827 

the role of visitor feeding programs and giraffe oral stereotypy to assess the role of oral 828 

manipulation at the station and engagement in oral maladaptive behaviors. Environmental design 829 

features across AZA institutions should be assessed in relation to input variations for both 830 

giraffes and visitors. Behavioral assessment in relation to conspecific sharing, displacement at 831 

the visitor station and group cohesion should be analyzed across varying visitor feeding 832 
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programs and designs to better understand the role of visitor feeding programs on individual 833 

welfare and group cohesion.  834 
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 877 
Institution Name Sex  Age  Sub-Species  

 Duke Male 20 Years Reticulated  
 Sir Isaac Male 2 Months Reticulated  

 Naomi Female 11 Years Reticulated  
Jacksonville Luna Female 10 Years Reticulated  
 Lily Female 1 Year Reticulated  
 Ivy Female 2 Months Reticulated  

 Spock Female 16 Years Hybrid 
 Faraja Female 12 Years N/A 
 Willow Female 2 Years Reticulated 

  Raffiki Male 19 Years Masai 
 Doc Male 15 Years Hybrid 
  Floyd Male 1 Year Masai 
Brevard Greg Male 2 years Masai 
  Sprinkles Male 9 Months Masai 

  Milenna Female 16 Years Masai 
 Johari Female 18 Years Masai 
  Kumi Female 5 Years  Masai 

 878 
Table 1. Individuals Observed 879 
Individuals italicized under one year at the time of observation were not included in analyses of 880 
habitat or station usage. These individuals were unable to physically reach the station and relied 881 
on maternal milk during the time of observations.  882 
 883 
 884 
 885 
 886 
 887 
 888 
 889 
 890 
 891 
 892 
 893 
 894 
 895 
 896 
 897 
 898 
 899 
 900 
 901 
 902 
 903 
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 904 
Table 2. Ethogram Modified from (Bashaw, 2003; Seeber et al., 2012) 
Stereotypic Behaviors  Description: Recorded at 1-minute intervals  

Pacing 
The animal walks a definite short path without immediate 
purpose. Locomotes from point A to point B back to A in 
repetitive fashion. 

Object Licking 
The animal uses tongue on an object that is not feed or 
mineral block. Licking is exhibited repeatedly. 

Sucking Wood 
The animal places mouth on wood item. Mouth is often 
partially open and drawing motion can be detected from 
mouth. 

Tongue Twisting 

A persistent motion of the tongue outside the animal's 
mouth. The animal is not engaging in feeding behavior 
shortly prior to or after behavior. The animal's tongue is 
not in contact with any object. 

Mane Biting 
Biting or chewing the mane of conspecific. The behavior 
is repetitive and not used to grooming. 

Vacuum Chewing 
The animal repeatedly performs a chewing motion without 
ingestion of food item. This behavior is exclusive from 
rumination. 

Feeding Behaviors  Description: Recorded at 1-minute intervals  

Feeding Stationary 
Animal is either standing not moving or lying (sternally or 
laterally recumbent), and foraging (Note food type: Grass, 
pellets, hay, browse surrounding exhibit). 

Ruminate Stationary 
Animal is either standing or lying (sternally or laterally 
recumbent) not moving and chewing cud. 

Feeding Locomotion 
Animal is walking or running while foraging (Note the 
food type) 

Ruminate Locomotion Animal is walking or running while chewing cud 
General Behaviors Description: Recorded at 1-minute interval 

Orient 
Animal is standing still with face and ears towards a 
stimulus. Animal is not engaging in any other behavior. 
(Note Stimulus) 

Locomoting 
Animal is either walking or running not performing any 
other behavior 

Self-Directed Behavior 
Animal is self-grooming, scratching, or engaged in any 
other self-directed behavior. 

Stationary 
Animal is lying (sternally or laterally recumbent) or 
standing not engaged in any other behavior. 

Maintenance Animal is defecating or urinating. 
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Not Visible (Out of View) 
Observer cannot see animal. Indicate if (Holding yard, 
obstacle, or night house). 

Agonistic Behaviors  Description: Recorded all-occurrence  

Avoid  
Animal moves away at the approach of other, but no 
resource is involved.  

Displace 
One animal takes away resources from other (food, water, 
shade). 

Displaced Animal that loses resources (food, water, shade). 

Sparring 
Animal stands next to another animal and repeatedly 
throws head and neck towards the body or neck of the 
other. Note actor and recipient. 

Non-Contact Yield Receiver of non-contact aggression. 

Non-Contact Aggression 

Any threatening or attempts of aggressive behavior which 
does not result in contact. Examples: Chasing with ears 
back, lunging, feigning to bite, kick, or attempting to bite/ 
kick. 

Contact Yield Receiver of contact aggression 

Contact Aggression 
Aggressive behavior that results in contact. Examples: 
Head butting, kicking, biting. 

Bumping Strikes at head, neck, or any part of recipient including 
rump. 

Use of Station Behaviors  
Description: Recorded all-occurrence / 1-minute 

Interval 

Sharing Station Feeding 

Two or more animals stand at feeding station 
simultaneously within neck length of each other. Animal is 
taking food from visitors/ staff or standing idle. Indicate 
individuals sharing station and individual who initiated 
sharing interaction.  

Stating Usage Alone 
Animal is receiving food from visitor/ staff at the feeding 
station or standing. Individual is alone at station. Indicate 
which station.  

Displaced at Station 
Animal loses access to feeding station by any of the 
displacement interactions.  

Station Approach Individual is one neck length or less from the barrier.  

Displacement at Station 
Animal takes away access to feeding station engaging in 
any of the "aggressive" behaviors.  

 905 
Table 2. Shows variety of behaviors measured. Ethogram adapted from Seeber et al., (2012) & 906 
Bashaw et al., (2007). 907 
 908 
 909 
 910 
 911 
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 912 
Table 3. Guest Feeding Station Qualities by Institutions 913 
 914 

 915 
 916 
Table 3. Displays differences in qualities of feeding stations based on size, dimensions, number 917 
of total giraffes that can occupy and the diet fed.  918 
 919 
 920 
 921 
 922 
 923 
 924 
 925 
 926 
 927 
 928 
 929 
 930 
 931 
 932 
 933 
 934 
 935 
 936 
 937 
 938 
 939 
 940 
 941 
 942 

Guest Feeding Station Qualities

Facility
Jacksonville Zoo 

and Gardens
Brevard Zoo

Habitat (acres) ~2.5 ~2.5

Length of Guest 
Feeding Station 

(length ft.)
~15 75

Length of Guest 
Feeding Station 

(width)

~10(Phase 1) 

~30(Phase 2)
50

Number of giraffes 
that can occupy

Two to three 
(Phase 1) Three 
to Five (Phase 2)

Five to nine

Diet Fed Wax myrtle 
Sweet potato 
and lettuce
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Table 4. Descriptive Values of Station Usage and Interactions 943 

 944 
 945 
 946 
Table 4. Displays average values of station usage and interactions for JZG’s phase 1 and phase 2 947 
observations and Brevard’s observations.  948 

Descriptive Values of Station Use and Interaction for individuals

Average % 

Station Use 

Average % 

Station 

Sharing 

Average % of 

Approaches to 

Occupied 

Station 

Average 

Rate/ minute 

of Received 

Approaches

Average 

Rate/ minute 

of Initiated 

Aggression

Average 

Rate/ minute  

of Received 

Aggression

Individuals
Duke 5.96 3.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01
Faraja 3.81 4.41 1.85 0.04 0.35 0.04
Naomi 4.54 48.87 58.59 0.25 0.31 0.25
Luna 11.79 39.49 46.20 0.27 0.48 0.27
Spock 11.75 28.26 39.38 0.14 0.11 0.14
Willow 24.52 41.17 45.21 0.19 0.16 0.19
Lily 20.36 25.78 26.00 0.30 0.32 0.30

Duke 23.54 32.55 6.25 0.11 0.03 0.00
Faraja 2.94 14.28 11.90 0.88 0.00 1.49
Naomi 9.80 74.63 91.47 0.64 0.16 0.11
Luna 11.79 75.34 93.60 0.38 0.09 0.09
Spock 10.92 59.56 59.21 0.31 0.04 0.10
Willow 23.59 61.33 71.35 0.32 0.13 0.13
Lily 36.13 60.00 67.81 0.25 0.23 0.02

Raffikki 30.51 117.00 39.85 0.25 0.00 0.01
Doc 31.67 54.12 47.13 0.13 0.00 0.03
Johari 16.57 61.85 73.41 0.14 0.01 0.01
Milenna 88.93 30.88 11.89 0.13 0.01 0.00
Kumi 1.56 100.00 100.00 0.16 0.00 0.00
Floyd 14.78 51.00 45.69 0.22 0.00 0.00
Greg 66.50 100.00 100.00 0.26 0.00 0.00
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 949 
Figure 1. Brevard Zoo’s Giraffe Habitat. This habitat is approximately 67,583 ft2, the orange line 950 
displays the area for visitor feeding opportunities. 951 
 952 
 953 
 954 
 955 
 956 
 957 
 958 
 959 
 960 
 961 
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 962 
Figure 2. Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s Giraffe Habitat. This habitat is approximately 56,028 963 
ft2, the orange line represents the space allotted for visitor feeding opportunities. 964 
 965 
 966 
 967 
 968 
 969 
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 970 

Figure 3 Differences in average percent station usage. 971 
No statistical difference between average percent station use by individuals in phase 1 (M = 972 

11.81, SD= 8.01) and phase 2 (M = 16.95, SD = 11.29; t (6) = -1.66, p = -0.148). No statistical 973 

difference of average station uses by Brevard’s population (Mdn = 30.51) and phase 1 (Mdn = 974 

11.75; U = 11.00, p = 0.097 r = 0.46) or phase 2 (Mdn = 11.79; U = 15.00, p = 0.259, r = 0.32).  975 

 976 

 977 

 978 

 979 

 980 

 981 

 982 
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 983 

Figure 4. Differences in average percent sharing.  984 
Statistical difference between Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s individual average percent sharing 985 

of the station during phase 1 (single available stations) (M = 27.28,SD= 17.90), and phase 2 986 

(secondary station) (M = 53.96,SD = 22.5; t(6) = -7.761, p < 0.0001). Statistical difference 987 

between Brevard (M = 73.55, SD = 31.96) and Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s phase 1 (M= 988 

27.29, SD = 17.90; t(9.4) = 3.341 , p = 0.008). No statistical difference between Brevard 989 

population’s individual average percent sharing (stat.) and Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s phase 990 

2 (M = 53.96, SD = 22.50; t (12) = 1.33, p = 0.209).  991 

 992 

 993 

 994 

 995 
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 996 

 997 

 998 

 999 

 1000 

 1001 

 1002 

 1003 

Figure 5. Differences in average rates of displacement 1004 
Statistical difference between Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s (JZG) phase 1 (M = 0.25, SD = 1005 

0.16) and phase 2 average rate of displacement (M = 0.096, SD = 0.082; t (6) = 0.257, p = 1006 

0.042). Brevard’s population (Mdn = 0.00) and JZG’s phase 1 average rate of displacement 1007 

(Mdn = 0.31; U = 0.00 , p = 0.001, r = 0.84), and Brevard’s population and JZG’s phase 2 1008 

average rate of displacement (Mdn = 0.093; U = 5.00, p = 0.011, r = 0.68).  1009 

  1010 

 1011 

 1012 

 1013 

 1014 

 1015 
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 1016 

Figure 6. Differences in average feeding bout length.   1017 
Statistical difference between average feeding bout length in the Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s 1018 

population during phase 1 (M = 192.33, SD =71.27) and phase 2 (M = 341,95, SD = 156.56; Z 1019 

(6) = 2.197, p = 0.028).   1020 

 1021 

 1022 

 1023 

 1024 

 1025 

 1026 

 1027 

 1028 

 1029 

 1030 
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 1031 

 1032 

 1033 

Figure 7. Differences in average displacement rates on exhibit and visitor station.  1034 
 1035 
Statistical differences between average displacement rates in the Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s 1036 

phase 1 exhibit interactions (M = 1.94 E-06, SD = 1.11 E-06) and visitor station interactions (M 1037 

= 0.25, SD = 0.16; t(6) = 4.09, p = 0.006). Statistical differences between average displacement 1038 

rates in the Jacksonville Zoo and Garden’s phase 2 exhibit interactions (M = 1.42 E-06 , SD = 1039 

6.09 E-07) and visitor station interactions (M = 0.09, SD = 0.08; t(6) = 3.081 , p = 0.022). No 1040 

statistical differences between average displacement rates in the Brevard population exhibit 1041 

(Mdn = 0.00-7) interactions and visitor station interactions (Mdn = 0.000; Z (6) = -0.943 , p = 1042 

0.345). 1043 

 1044 

 1045 

 1046 
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 1053 

 1054 

CHAPTER 2 1055 

ASSESSMENT OF GIRAFFE SOCIAL STRUCTURE AND ITS 1056 
ROLE ON GUEST PROGRAM STATION USAGE AND SHARING. 1057 

 1058 

 1059 

 1060 

 1061 

 1062 

 1063 

 1064 
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ABSTRACT 1065 
Zoological institutions use social and ecological theories for the purpose of designing species 1066 

appropriate habitats and opportunities for guest engagement. Research has only begun to assess 1067 

the role of design on social dynamics and structure in relation to guest and animal interactions. 1068 

Here we assessed the social structure of two zoo housed giraffe populations under a variety of 1069 

social contexts with a focus on their interactions and usage of guest provisioning programs. We 1070 

found that measures of social position of centrality and influence from affiliative interactions 1071 

with conspecifics on exhibit plays a role in dictating sharing interactions at guest provisioning 1072 

programs under varying management protocols and guest engagement designs. Our findings also 1073 

suggest that interactions and significant ties among conspecific are context and potentially 1074 

temporally dependent. Finally, this study provides insight into the role of dominance interactions 1075 

at the guest feeding station, disproving customary belief of male monopolization at guest 1076 

engagement points for the studied population, and highlighting the role of female resource 1077 

displacement instead. We propose the use of pliable and multiple guest engagement stations for 1078 

future design in order to facilitate feeding opportunities for central and peripheral members of 1079 

giraffe groups. This proposed shift would provide variable feeding opportunities for giraffes that 1080 

represents their group composition following ecological theory while maximizing points of 1081 

engagements for guests.  1082 

 1083 

 1084 

 1085 

 1086 
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INTRODUCTION 1087 
Social Systems  1088 

    Animal social systems have evolved from exceeding benefits of group living in the form of 1089 

higher vigilance, predator avoidance, and collective resource defense among others over the cost 1090 

of living in close proximity to conspecifics, presented in the form of resource competition, 1091 

disease risk and visibility among others (Alexander, 1974; Silk, 2014). Social systems and 1092 

relationships among kin and non-kin group members have shown to have meaningful 1093 

reproductive and survival fitness consequences for individuals in wild population (Schülke et al., 1094 

2016; Cameron et al., 2009) In societies that exist in fission fusion dynamics where group 1095 

composition and size vary over short timescales, preferential bonds and familiarity during non-1096 

breeding season present benefits during the breeding season in the form of reproductive output 1097 

(Kohn, 2017).  1098 

   Understanding of social systems from field studies has provided a framework for the design of 1099 

zoo habitats and enabled appropriate monitoring of social systems in zoo environments. (Coe et 1100 

al., 2003; Maple & Perdue, 2013; Holdgate et al., 2016). Environmental design of great-ape 1101 

habitats has benefitted from field studies and their interpretation of great-ape social systems 1102 

(Ross et al., 2005; Coe et al., 2009; Maple et al., 1982; Clark, 2011). As social systems and their 1103 

relationship to ecology are further understood in various taxa, zoological institutions can 1104 

continue to use this as a framework to evaluate the environmental inputs we present to zoo 1105 

species, and the roles these play on their social organization. Giraffes along with their extant 1106 

relative Okapi are the only species in the family Giraffidae. These tall mammals are commonly 1107 

housed in zoos all through the United States and present a critical conservation story as their 1108 

populations face threats related to poaching, land fragmentation, and human-animal conflict 1109 
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which vary according to species and are intricately tied to their social organization (Kideghesho 1110 

2016; Muller, 2008; Fennessey et al, 2016). As zoos continue to enhance their wellness and 1111 

conservation missions, understanding the social systems and environmental effects of this animal 1112 

will enhance zoo management along with messaging provided for guests.   1113 

Social Structure and Usage of the Visitor Feeding Station  1114 

      Initial descriptions of giraffe behavior and ecology in the wild stated giraffe herds form loose 1115 

associations with no definite leader (Innis, 1958). Foster and Dagg (1972) characterized random 1116 

association between individuals with a lack of social structure, and even loose mother-offspring 1117 

bonds as mothers and offspring were not always observed at close proximity after their first six 1118 

weeks. This publication speculated that there may be a large difference in weaning time between 1119 

wild giraffes and those in captivity (Foster & Dagg, 1972). Later studies characterized giraffe 1120 

societies as having loose fission-fusion social systems with temporary separation of individuals 1121 

(Pellew, 1984), and close bonds were limited to early development between mother and calves 1122 

(Langman, 1977). Young & Isbell (1991) observed a sex-biased niche separation in giraffes, in 1123 

which males occupy the taller vegetation and females occupy the open field. This publication 1124 

speculates that access to the tall vegetation may be restricted by a strong male dominance 1125 

hierarchy based on size which prevents females from using this vegetation. However, the results 1126 

indicated that dietary restriction was more likely attributed to offspring care and necessity to stay 1127 

in open areas. This niche separation was later related to higher tannin levels in shrubby plants 1128 

which nursing females may avoid due to distaste to offspring (Caister et al., 2003). Other studies 1129 

showed that groups in wild populations were determined to be stable for females, whereas males 1130 

immigrate and emigrate seasonally (Jeugd & Prins, 2000). Additionally, Pratt & Anderson 1131 

(1985) concluded that nursery groups (females with dependent calves) established a more 1132 
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consistent membership than others. A captive study by Tarou et al., (2000) conducted a social 1133 

separation study of two adult female giraffes following the separation of an adult male and found 1134 

increased stress related behaviors by the females, suggesting that individuals were socially 1135 

bonded at least in the context of captivity.  1136 

      Bashaw (2003)’s dissertation on social structure among captive female giraffes found 1137 

patterns of social preference among adult female giraffes based on proximity/contact 1138 

measurements, nearest-neighbor distance, social and feeding behaviors. She discussed that one of 1139 

the major reasons why giraffe association may have been previously regarded as random may be 1140 

the proximity and affiliative measurements used. She noted that social preference can be 1141 

established by proximity measurements of two neck lengths between two giraffes, as affiliative 1142 

behaviors are rarer among giraffes than other taxa such as primates. Additionally, she noted that 1143 

group sizes may be within a larger range than what was previously measured due to giraffes’ 1144 

potentially larger sensory range. She noted that although all females interact with each other, 1145 

proximity and nearest neighbor distances were not randomly distributed. Later, Bercovitch & 1146 

Berry (2013) compiled 34 years of data on 52 recognized Thornicroft’s giraffe (G.g thornicrofti) 1147 

and found that giraffe herd structure is characterized by long-term social associations mainly 1148 

determined by kinship with mother-offspring relationships having strongest and longer-lasting 1149 

associations. More recent literature suggests that giraffes’ association patterns are part of a 1150 

structured social network with multiple levels of organization (VanderWaal et al., 2014). Both 1151 

males and females contribute to the social network, though only females establish long term 1152 

stable relationships, and maturity affects contribution to social structure (Shorrocks & Croft, 1153 

2009). Consequently, their fission-fusion dynamics are mediated by their social structure, 1154 

females show nonrandom association to each other and association is related to spatial overlap as 1155 
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well as kinship, though these factors do not fully explain association (Aureli et al., 2008, 1156 

VanderWaal et al., 2014, Carter et al., 2013).  It is important to note that patterns of non-random 1157 

association among adult male and females have not been identified in field studies. Additionally, 1158 

associations between adult male and adult female giraffes are affected by the female’s estrus 1159 

cycle (14.7 days long), as males are more likely to investigate females that were cycling and 1160 

association between a male and female was higher during her potential fertile stage (Bercovitch 1161 

& Berry, 2013).  1162 

   In the last two years a variety of field observations have further refined the understanding of 1163 

giraffe social systems and organizations. Muller et al., (2018)’s Rothschild observations in Great 1164 

Rift Valley of Kenya analyzed two populations under varying predator density and human 1165 

disturbance. This study suggests that giraffes mainly display social preferences during foraging 1166 

events, and not during travel or resting. This indicates that giraffe fusion-fission social systems 1167 

are highly flexible and dynamic displaying preference during feeding and foraging bouts. Prehn 1168 

et al., (2019) examined social network stability over five data collection periods between 2012 1169 

and 2016 in Pilanesberg National Park, South Africa.  This study found non-random patterns of 1170 

association between individuals with stable association patterns across seasons but higher social 1171 

connectivity, particularly among females during the wet seasons. Additionally, a shift in group 1172 

size occurred during the dry season, potentially indicating a higher degree of competition during 1173 

the dry season and more sub-grouping. In contrast, males did not show difference in numbers of 1174 

same-sex associate, or overall social connectivity. A six-year study of Masai giraffes in Tanzania 1175 

by Bond et al., (2019) examined the nature of fission-fusion dynamics in relation to human 1176 

settlement proximity, predator density, and resource abundance. This study’s findings support 1177 

the idea of flexible group sizing based on resource distribution and abundance, indicating that 1178 
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small group sizes were observed during the drier seasons. Lewton & Rose (2019)’s observations 1179 

of 13 zoo housed giraffes during two study periods reaffirmed the existence of significant 1180 

consistent preferred and avoided relationships due to non-random distribution of association with 1181 

males having a more peripheral role in the social network.  Additionally, their study shows that 1182 

sociality for individual’s changes over time, reaffirming the assumption that gregariousness for 1183 

giraffes is flexible over time.  1184 

    Though social structure in giraffes is beginning to be broadly understood, translation to 1185 

captive animal management has not yet been fully explored. Social affiliations between females 1186 

and potentially males on exhibit, may be an accurate predictor of likelihood to share the visitor 1187 

feeding station. Because co-feeding is itself an affiliative action, predictive of sociality (Bashaw 1188 

et al., 2007; Muller et al., 2018), and the station is a limited resource due to space limitations, it 1189 

is possible that closely bonded individuals are more likely to share the station than those who are 1190 

not. If this is the case, it is likely that solitary individuals (not affiliated to individuals) would be 1191 

more likely to use the station at the same time as others if the size of the feeding station is 1192 

doubled or does not require proximity.  1193 

Dominance and Use of Visitor Feeding Station  1194 

       Competition for resources often leads to the formation of dominance and subordinate 1195 

interactions which ultimately establish dominance hierarchies based on winner and loser effects 1196 

(Dugatkin, 1997; Horova, 2015). Dominance in groups possibly arises to avoid direct and 1197 

potentially harmful contact with one another (Hand, 1986). The dominance hierarchy of wild 1198 

giraffes was initially described and based on sexual and physical dominance, which was only 1199 

observed in males (Coe, 1967). Stability in these groups was thought to arise to avoid serious 1200 

injuries due to intense necking behaviors. Foster & Dagg (1972) described dominance behavior 1201 
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by males based on access to females. Male dominance was described as linear and a consequence 1202 

of competition for food and reproductive resources (Pratt & Anderson, 1985). It is expected that 1203 

strong male dominance grants benefits including predator protection as the presence of bulls 1204 

influence vigilance in both bulls and cows. Therefore, dominance may be a social influence of 1205 

vigilance on giraffes (Cameron & du Toit, 2005). It is important to note that though these studies 1206 

described dominance in males, females were not considered to be part of the dominance 1207 

hierarchy. It has been argued that dominance among female ungulates follows the socio-1208 

ecological theory framework and is related to food competition rather than mating opportunity as 1209 

observed in males (Fournier & Festa-Bianchet, 1995). Bashaw (2003) described female social 1210 

relationships in giraffes as egalitarian, classified by an even win/loss ratio between each dyad. 1211 

She suggested that in the case of females, giraffes may use other forms of conflict resolution to 1212 

reduce resource competition, such as co-feeding or avoidance of feeding at the same site. 1213 

Additionally, she suggested that dominance in females may be related to transient statuses such 1214 

as reproductive status or even hunger.   1215 

Dominance in Captive Habitats 1216 

     Dominance is often related to patchy distribution of resources and territoriality (Stamps & 1217 

Krishnan, 1999). Giraffes are non-territorial and depend on widely distributed resources (Foster 1218 

& Dagg, 1972; Leuthold, 1979). Therefore, it is likely that behaviors which suggest dominance 1219 

are more likely to be observed in captivity (Bashaw, 2003). In captive environments, food 1220 

resources are often aggregated in both space and time and managed by humans. In the case of 1221 

visitor feeding stations, high value food is often concentrated at the station, potentially 1222 

contributing to an increase in competition among the herd. Another artifact of captivity, is the 1223 

increase in social density, and consequently, in social interactions between individuals which 1224 
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may more easily reflect the ranking status of the herd (Horová et al., 2015). Horova et al. (2015) 1225 

was first to establish a clear stable linear dominance hierarchy in captive giraffes based on 1226 

resource holding potential over limited resources by creating dominance matrices. This study 1227 

observed three herds in captivity and concluded that position in the hierarchy was strongly 1228 

influenced by age, possibly more than body mass. Males were ranked highest in the herd 1229 

independent of height or age; this could be attributed to the common management practice of 1230 

only including one male in the herd. In the case of juveniles, males ranked higher than females. 1231 

Female dominance was attributed to herd residency time and was stable when observed during 1232 

varying seasons. Additionally, dominant behaviors were expressed as displacement contact and 1233 

non-contact aggression for the purpose of accessing food resources. This study indicates that 1234 

once dominance structure is established among females, it remains stable.  1235 

     Currently, there is one visitor feeding station at both Jacksonville and Brevard Zoo that allows 1236 

for virtually all giraffes to participate simultaneously. The Jacksonville feeding station is more 1237 

confined allowing up to two, rarely three individuals to simultaneously use it. Due to the 1238 

limitations of space and availability of resources at the visitor feeding station (as only one visitor 1239 

is allowed to feed giraffes at a time), it is possible that understanding the potentially linear and 1240 

stable dominance order of these herds can establish predictability for the use of the station. 1241 

Additionally, it is possible that distributing the resource at the station more evenly (by creating 1242 

multiple sites for feeding), may relieve the potential source of competition among both males 1243 

and females; consequently, this change may result in a higher rate of feeding station use. Brevard 1244 

Zoo contains an open station model that has the spatial capability of allowing all herd members 1245 

(8) to use the station at once. This study observes the role of social ties during exhibit 1246 

interactions on guest program station feeding, sharing, and interactions by conspecifics in two 1247 
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different facilities with variable guest feeding program protocols. The goal of the study is to 1248 

identify if interactions on exhibit shape the nature of interactions at the point of human-animal 1249 

interface, and to further understand the role of space with relation to feeding for giraffes housed 1250 

in zoological environments.   1251 

Hypotheses and Questions 1252 

Hypothesis 1 Because the guest provisioning programs present a resource in a consolidated 1253 

fashion, giraffes’ patterns of conspecific interactions on exhibit will be consistent with station 1254 

interactions and sharing behaviors. Therefore, individuals with more social ties on exhibit will 1255 

likely be more important to station sharing interactions than more socially isolated individuals.  1256 

Questions and Predictions  1257 

1. Do giraffes associate randomly on exhibit and at the visitor feeding station?  1258 

Chi-square goodness of fit test will show a non-random distribution of interactions for all exhibit 1259 

behaviors (proximity, cofeeding, interactions) and station sharing rate.  1260 

2. Do giraffes rank each other similarly during exhibit interactions?  1261 

Individuals will rank each other in the same order for all exhibit interactions, indicated by Kr 1262 

Rank Matrix Correlations. This pattern will be observed across all observations.  1263 

3. Do giraffes rank and each other similarly during exhibit interactions and station 1264 

interactions?   1265 

Individuals will rank each other in the same order on exhibit (based on affiliative interactions as 1266 

well as by separate co-feeding interactions) and at the visitor feeding station (indicated by 1267 

approach at the visitor feeding station), this will be indicated by Kr Rank Matrix Correlations.  1268 
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4. Do exhibit network metrics of centrality and importance (in-degree, out-degree, 1269 

affinity and eigenvector centrality, and social index), and cliqueness (clustering 1270 

coefficient) relate to the amount of time giraffes spend at the visitor station?  1271 

High network metrics of in and out degree, centrality, and cliqueness will be predictors of higher 1272 

average station usage as indicated by lmp model.   1273 

5. Do exhibit network metrics of centrality and importance (in-degree, out-degree, 1274 

affinity and eigenvector centrality, and social index), and cliqueness (clustering 1275 

coefficient) relate to station sharing and interactions at the visitor station?  1276 

Individuals with high in-degree and/or social index are likely to have a high rate of received 1277 

approaches from others while at the visitor station. Individuals with high in-degree, clustering 1278 

coefficient, social index, and eigenvector centrality will be more likely to share the visitor station 1279 

and initiate interactions at the visitor station.  1280 

 1281 

Hypothesis 2.  If the visitor feeding station is a spatially restricted resource and of potential 1282 

value, higher ranking individuals will have access to the station most frequently and will be more 1283 

likely to have priority to food at the visitor feeding station.  1284 

1. Does dominance order on exhibit relate to access priority at the visitor feeding station?  1285 

Individuals with higher modified David’s Scores will be more likely to use the station, 1286 

less likely to share the station, and less likely to receive approaches while using the 1287 

station. If space available affects dominance and station usage, then these relationships 1288 

will be strongest during phase 1 observations but not phase 2 or in the Brevard habitat. 1289 

2. Is dominance on exhibit related to displacement interactions at the visitor station?  1290 
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If dominance on exhibit is related to displacement interactions at the visitor station, 1291 

Modified David’s Scores will be positively correlated to average rate/minute of initiated 1292 

displacement at the visitor station.  1293 

 1294 

 1295 
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METHODS 1314 
    To investigate alternative protocols of a giraffe feeding station to determine which ones 1315 

increase attendance by giraffes as well as promote welfare, this study collected behavioral 1316 

observations in two different institutions: Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens and Brevard Zoo. 1317 

Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens has a population of nine individuals, one adult male, two adult 1318 

non-reproductive females, two adult reproductive females, two sub adult females and two 1319 

individuals who were under the age of one during observations, and were therefore excluded 1320 

from analysis due to natal interactions and their inability to physically access the station. Brevard 1321 

Zoo has a population of eight individuals with two adult males, two juvenile males, three adult 1322 

females, and one individual under the age of one who was also excluded from analysis. 1323 

Characteristics of individual animals can be found in table 2. This study observed the giraffe 1324 

group of Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens (JZG) population is housed in a 2.5 acre habitat with a 1325 

visitor feeding station that is approximately 15ft in length allowing approximately one to two 1326 

giraffes to use it simultaneously (rarely three), providing wax myrtle as well as other browse 1327 

variety available seasonally, and allowing one visitor to provision at a time. This study also 1328 

observed the Brevard Zoo’s giraffe group which is housed in a  2.5 acre habitat with a visitor 1329 

feeding station that is 75 ft long and 50ft feet wide (L shape) in which a combination of 1330 

vegetables (sweet potato and lettuce) is offered at the station year-round. The structure of this 1331 

visitor station allows virtually all giraffes to occupy it simultaneously and provides the 1332 

opportunity to feed for more than one feeding location, and more than one visitor at a time with 1333 

unspecified limit.  A total of 122.5 hours of social interaction were collected between May 19 1334 

and July 28, 2018. A total of 84.92 hours were collected at Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens, 44.92 1335 

hours during phase 1 of the study and 40 hours during phase 2 of the study. A total of 37.58 1336 

hours were collected at Brevard Zoo. Animals were observed Monday through Friday between 1337 
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the hours of 9:00 and 15:00 for two to three daily fifty-five-minute observations at both 1338 

locations. A single observer collected all of the data at Jacksonville Zoo and a different single 1339 

observer collected the data for Brevard Zoo. Inter Observer Reliability was obtained four times 1340 

for each population at about weekly intervals. During observations, the observer was positioned 1341 

on the visitor platform adjacent to the feeding stations either at the visitor level or underneath the 1342 

platform. Therefore, giraffes were only observed when on public display. All data collection 1343 

protocols were approved by the institutions’ IACUC and Research Review Committee. 1344 

Behavioral Observations  1345 

       An ethogram was established by combining published work by Seeber et al. (2012) and 1346 

Bashaw (2003; Table 2). Social, agonistic interactions, station usage duration, and co-feeding 1347 

duration were collected as all occurrence behaviors. Proximity and contact were recorded at one-1348 

minute instantaneous scans (Altmann, 1974). Proximity measurements were made by recording 1349 

individuals nearest neighbor at the one-minute interval. Giraffes were considered proximate 1350 

when individuals were two neck lengths from each other and were recorded in contact when they 1351 

were touching (Bashaw, 2007). Preliminary observations indicated that one-minute intervals are 1352 

sufficient to scan the nine individuals in Jacksonville Zoo. The use of the station is categorized in 1353 

table 1 as “Use of Station Behaviors”. Use of station behaviors, regardless of sociality or 1354 

dominance involved, were recorded separately from other social behaviors, to avoid circular 1355 

measurements.  All observations were recorded using Zoo Monitor’s interactive ethograms (Ross 1356 

et al., 2016). 1357 

Manipulation of Environment 1358 

The first phase of the study observed the Jacksonville population when only one feeding station 1359 

was available that allowed for one or two individuals to access it simultaneously. Phase two of 1360 
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the study involved the addition of a secondary feeding station directly adjacent to the station 1361 

which allowed for two more individuals to access the visitor feeding platform. The addition of a 1362 

secondary station was accomplished by modifying the internal rock structure of the exhibit to 1363 

allow giraffes to approach the platform from a secondary point from the first station at 1364 

Jacksonville Zoo. Data collection for each treatment was be done for one month continuously 1365 

with a week period of acclimation after the second the station was inserted.  1366 

  The Brevard population was observed without any manipulations to their station structure. 1367 

Ethogram and data collection protocols were the same as that used in Jacksonville Zoo and 1368 

Gardens with the exception of proximity measures which were not obtained for Brevard. 1369 

Because not all individuals were observed during the same amount of time, either due to phase 1 1370 

and phase 2 observation differences or individual management differences (giraffes chose to stay 1371 

in barn or were out of view from observer), visitor station approach was converted to rate per 1372 

minute of total observed time for each animal. Additionally, percentage of time at station was 1373 

calculated as the percentage of time an individual used the visitor station out of total time visible. 1374 

Bouts of station usage were calculated as the average amount of time an individual spent at the 1375 

station each time they approached. Since individuals spent unequal amounts of time at the visitor 1376 

station, displacement rate per minute was calculated out of the total time an individual spent at 1377 

station each session.  1378 

Social Network Analysis   1379 

    Social network analysis was developed in the field of sociology and math theory and has been 1380 

thoroughly explored in social economics and social ecology. The use of social network analysis 1381 

in captivity is limited but provides a framework for the use of social position and influence of 1382 

individuals to inform management and husbandry decisions. (Asher et al., 2009; Coleing, 2009; 1383 
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Schel et al., 2013; McCowan et al., 2008; Rose & Croft, 2015). In this study we used social 1384 

network metrics to characterize affiliative interactions on exhibit (both social interactions and co-1385 

feeding interactions), co-feeding on exhibit, sharing at the visitor station, displacement 1386 

interactions on exhibit, and station displacement interactions by creating a matrix for each type 1387 

of interaction as done for captive elephants in Coleing (2009) and with cattle (Foris et al., 2019). 1388 

Matrices 1389 

    Asymmetrical square matrices were made for three types of interactions: affiliative 1390 

interactions in rate per hour on exhibit (not including station), proximity/contact percent of 1391 

minute scans on exhibit (not including station), and co-feeding (not including station) 1392 

interactions/ hour. A matrix was made for three types of interactions during phase 1 and phase 2 1393 

of the study. In order to account for variation in sample time and unequal visibility due to 1394 

individual variation, rates of interactions per hour were created for matrices (Whitehead, 2008). 1395 

Gephi was used to visualize all matrices using ForceAtlas2 layout for network spatialization. 1396 

This layout is useful for small-world/scale-free networks. Tolerance speed was set to 0.02, 1397 

approximate repulsion was left un-checked, approximation was set to 1.2, scaling was set 1398 

between 50-100, stronger gravity was left un-checked, gravity was set to 35.00. Behavior 1399 

alternatives were set to prevent overlap and include maximum edge weight influence, these 1400 

settings were used as recommended for small-world/scale-free networks (Bastian et al., 2009).   1401 

Analyzing Characteristics of Networks  1402 

Network metrics are statistical measures used to characterize properties of individual nodes or 1403 

entire networks (Krause et al., 2015; Borgatti, 2002). Asymmetric weighted networks from 1404 

interaction rates described in the matrix section to calculate a network matrix for affiliative 1405 
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interactions on exhibit, co-feeding interactions on exhibit, and station sharing interactions. For 1406 

each network, in and out degrees were measured to represent the total incoming and outgoing 1407 

interaction rates for each node in each network. Eigenvector centrality was calculated to 1408 

represent the sum of centralities of an individual’s neighbors. High eigenvector values can be 1409 

achieved by either having a high degree value or by having associates with high degree 1410 

centrality. This measure is important to capture the overall importance or influence of the 1411 

individual in a network as the value assigns relative scores to all nodes in the network based on 1412 

the concept that connections to high-scoring nodes contribute more to the score of the node in 1413 

question than equal connections to low-scoring nodes (Borgatti et al., 2002, Whitehead et al., 1414 

2005). Affinity is a measure of strength of an individual’s associates weighted by the association 1415 

index of its associates. High affinity values therefore represent individuals who are highly 1416 

associated with individuals who have overall high strength values. Clustering coefficient is 1417 

clique value or a representation of how connected the node’s connections are (Whitehead, 2015). 1418 

Directed measures of in and out degree/strength and clustering coefficient were calculated for 1419 

each network with UCINET (Borgatti et al., 2002). Symmetrical measures of eigenvector 1420 

centrality and affinity were calculated using SOCPROG 2.7 software (Whitehead et al., 2005). 1421 

To look at the relationship between matrix measures, in-degree, out-degree, clustering 1422 

coefficient, affinity, and eigenvector centrality of exhibit interactions and station usage and 1423 

sharing values were calculated using the lmp model of maximum likelihood estimators as a 1424 

multiple regression carrying out 10,000 permutations per test using the exact method to produce 1425 

permute the values exactly (Mineo, 1995).  1426 

Social Index Scores  1427 
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    To look at the relationship between overall social experience on exhibit and station 1428 

interactions an index was created based on affiliative interactions on exhibit following the 1429 

methods used in Parr et al. (1997) and Foris et al. (2019). In this calculation, the number of 1430 

interactions received (in-degree) is subtracted by the number of interactions initiated (out-1431 

degree), this value is then subtracted by the total number of interactions. Positive index scores 1432 

indicated that more interactions were performed than received and negative interaction scores 1433 

indicated the reverse. These index scores were calculated for social interaction matrices based on 1434 

affiliative and co-feeding interactions for phase 1, phase 2, and Brevard’s herd.  1435 

Assessing Preference and Avoidance in a Directed Network  1436 

     The vutard test is based on the procedure to asses significance of transitions in Morkov chains 1437 

but is applied to social network matrices. The test using a row and column-based permutation 1438 

procedure where a null distribution is created by resampling 10,000 times. From this resampled 1439 

distribution Z scores are calculated for each interaction cell, and compared to the observed 1440 

interactions cells. Observed cells that occur above specific Z score associated with 2 SD above 1441 

the mean for that cell are considered to be preferred associations, whereas observed cells that fall 1442 

below a Z score associated with 2 SD below the mean for that cell are considered to be avoided 1443 

associations. 1444 

Measuring Relationship Between Networks  1445 

   Random association between giraffes was assessed by calculating chi-square goodness of fit 1446 

for interaction rates in all matrices separately (affiliative, cofeeding, and station sharing matrix).  1447 

Relationship between exhibit interactions (proximity/contact, co-feeding rate/hour, and affiliative 1448 

interactions), Kendall’s rank order matrix was used to correlate these three matrices. To look at 1449 
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the relationship of individual rank order of individuals on exhibit and station sharing interactions, 1450 

Kendall’s rank order matrix was used to correlate these three matrices to station sharing 1451 

interactions. The Kr matrix test measures correlation between two matrices with the relative 1452 

ranks of frequency data in each cell, controlling for differences in frequency with which different 1453 

individuals perform a behavior by calculating only within-row comparisons (Hemelrijk, 1990). 1454 

Kendall’s rank correlation coefficient (Tau Kr test) is calculated from within-row comparisons 1455 

between corresponding cells in two matrices. This function considers individual variation in 1456 

social interactions by exclusively calculating within rows of the actor and receiver matrices and 1457 

not among all pairs. This test represents a ranked value of preferred partners in each matrix and 1458 

creates a correlation. The one-tailed probability value reported is the percentage of all 1459 

permutations from correlation in the right half of the distribution that yield a value as large or 1460 

larger than that calculated in the observed data. (Hemelrijk, 1990). Kr matrix correlations were 1461 

calculated using 10000 permutations or sub-samples through matrix tester 3.0.2, (Hemilrijk, 1462 

2018).  1463 

Relationship of Exhibit Network Characteristics and Station Usage/Interactions.  1464 

    The relationship between exhibit network metrics (in-degree, out-degree, eigenvector 1465 

centrality, clustering coefficient, affinity, and social index) and usage of visitor station (average 1466 

percent of time using the station, average percent of station sharing, average rate of approach to 1467 

an occupied station, average rate of received interactions while using the station) was assessed 1468 

using using the lmp model of maximum likelihood estimators as a multiple regression carrying 1469 

out 10,000 permutations per test using the exact method to produce permute the values exactly 1470 

(Mineo, 1995). 1471 
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Dominance & Priority Access  1472 

 To determine whether a hierarchy order existed in both captive giraffe herds, we created 1473 

dominance matrices based on agonistic interactions recorded on exhibit (with the exclusion of 1474 

behaviors associated with the visitor feeding station). Additionally, two matrices were created in 1475 

the Jacksonville Zoo population to discriminate between phase 1 and phase 2 of the study. For 1476 

each agonistic encounter, the initiator and receiver were recorded. Only interactions in which 1477 

receiver responded to initiator without contest were recorded. Loss and win tables were analyzed 1478 

using SOCPROG software (Whitehead, 2009). To assess linearity, we calculated Landau’s index 1479 

of linearity. Landau’s h’ value varies from 0 to 1, with 0.8- 1.0 indicating strongly linear 1480 

hierarchies. If values are highly linear, data would be compiled with I&SI methods developed by 1481 

DeVries (1998). In this method the order that is most consistent with a linear hierarchy is 1482 

identified by the minimizing number of inconsistencies I, (the number of dyads in which the 1483 

lower-ranked individuals dominates the higher ranked individual) and then (without increasing 1484 

inconsistencies) the total strength of inconsistencies SI ( the sum of distances of inconsistencies 1485 

from the matrix diagonal (Schmid & DeVries, 2013; Horova, 2015). Because dominance 1486 

hierarchies were not highly steep, we used David’s score as this is a better measure for 1487 

hierarchies that are not extremely steep (Foris et al., 2019; S.nchez-T.jar et al., 2017). Modified 1488 

David’s score was used as the dominance index. This method calculates dominance indices in 1489 

the case where interactions do not occur randomly across the hierarchies and deals with repeated 1490 

interactions between group members (Gammell et al., 2003). In the analysis we used modified 1491 

David’s score suggested by De Vries et al., (2006) for count data. Modified David’s score values 1492 

were then related to average rate/minute of initiated displacements at the visitor station, average 1493 

rate/minute of received displacements at the visitor station, and average percent of time spent at 1494 
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the station, average percent of time sharing the station, average rate/minute of received approach 1495 

at the station, similar to methods used in Ficken et al. (1990). We used Spearman rank 1496 

correlations to compare David’s modified score and each of these measures for all individuals. 1497 

Correlations with a P <0.05 were considered significant. Additionally, lmp model was used to 1498 

look at the effect of MDS, age and sex, on station usage and interactions (Mineo, 1995). 1499 
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RESULTS 1513 
Summary 1514 
 1515 
   A total of 737 exhibit interactions were recorded during phase 1, 294 during phase 2, and 743 1516 

in Brevard. A total of 72 co-feeding interactions were recorded during phase 1, 43 during phase 1517 

2, and 22 in Brevard. A total of 10.68 hours of station sharing and 415 interactions were recorded 1518 

during phase 1, 25.03 hours of station sharing, and 756 interactions were recorded during phase 1519 

2, and 26.65 hours of station sharing and 454 interactions during Brevard observations. A total of 1520 

174 displacement interactions on exhibit were recorded during phase 1, 83 during phase 2, and 1521 

223 in Brevard observations. A total of 365 station displacement interactions were recorded 1522 

during phase 1, 219 during phase 2, and 26 during Brevard observations. During phase 1 animal 1523 

visibility ranged between 38.37 and 41.54 hours, 30.24 and 34.52 during phase 2, and 5.03 and 1524 

30.67 during Brevard observations.  1525 

H1.1.Chi-Square goodness of fit tests indicate that giraffes do not associate randomly. In both 1526 

phase 1 and phase 2 of the study, distribution of social interactions was not random, therefore 1527 

giraffes did not randomly aggregate spatially, did not interact randomly, and did not co-feed 1528 

randomly on exhibit, or at station. All chi-square goodness of fit tests for phase 1 indicate non-1529 

random association (proximity/contact: X2 (71, N = 2052) = 2,764, p < 0.001; affiliative 1530 

interactions: X2 (71, N=1,487) = 4,405.62 p < 0.001; cofeeding: X2 (34, N= 227) =330  p 1531 

<0.0001; station sharing X2 (71, N = 209) = 1,425.64 p < 0.001). All chi-square goodness of fit 1532 

tests for phase 2 also indicate non-random association (proximity/contact: X2 (71, N = 2,517) = 1533 

5277, p < 0.001; affiliative interactions: X2 (71, N=978) = 2,850 p < 0.001; cofeeding: X2 (15, 1534 

N= 43) = 32, p < 0.005; station sharing (Count of interactions) X2 (71, N= 580) = 1,155, p < 1535 

0.001). There was also non-random association in the Brevard population as indicated by chi-1536 

square goodness of fit (affiliative interactions: X2 (37, N = 1163) = 1001,  p < 0.0001; co-1537 
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feeding: X2 (7, N= 21) = 3,  p < 0.0001; and station sharing: X2 (29, N = 419) = 927,  p < 1538 

0.0001).   1539 

Vutard Test of Significant Ties  1540 

Significance in relationship among group members. The Vutard significance test (Vutard et al., 1541 

1990), indicates that significance in relationship among herd members varied according to 1542 

context of interaction. Of the existing significant ties in the affiliative network during phase 1, 1543 

2/3 were directed towards Naomi, 1/3 in the proximity network, 2/2 in the co-feeding network, 1544 

while none in the station sharing network (Figure 1.). During phase 2 the pattern was similar 1545 

indicating that Naomi was part of 2/3 significant relationships in the affiliative network and 2/2 1546 

in the co-feeding network, while Lily, Willow, and Luna formed the significant ties at the 1547 

feeding station. (Figure 2.). In the Brevard population Greg and Kumi formed had a significant 1548 

tie in the affiliative network, while Floyd to Milenna and Doc to Kumi formed a significant tie in 1549 

the co-feeding network (Figure 3.). During station sharing there was a shift to 3/3 ties involving 1550 

Johari. In all observations no avoided ties were identified.  1551 

H1.2. Exhibit networks of proximity, co-feeding, and affiliative interactions were partially 1552 

correlated in both phase 1 and phase 2 of the study indicating that individuals ranked each other 1553 

similarly in various types of exhibit interactions in Jacksonville Zoo and Gardens. Phase 1: 1554 

Proximity and affiliative interactions (TauKr = 0.757, N = 7, p = 0.0006), and proximity and co-1555 

feeding (TauKr =0.472, N = 7, p = 0.019). Phase 2: Proximity and affiliative interactions (TauKr 1556 

= 0.512, N = 7, p = 0.001), proximity and co-feeding (TauKr = 0.539, N = 7, p = 0.002).  1557 

H1.3 . Exhibit networks of proximity, co-feeding, and affiliative interactions were not correlated 1558 

to the station sharing interaction network in either phase 1; affiliative and station sharing (TauKr 1559 

= 0.116, N = 7, p = 0.319), cofeeding and station sharing (TauKr = 0.443, N = 7, p = 0.0411), 1560 
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proximity and station sharing (TauKr = 0.282, N = 7, p = 0.071), phase 2; affiliative and station 1561 

sharing (TauKr =0.242, N = 7, p = 0.127), cofeeding and station sharing (TauKr = 0.168, N = 7, p 1562 

= 0.209 ), proximity and station sharing (TauKr = 0.321, N = 7, p = 0.053), or in the Brevard 1563 

population; affiliative and station sharing (TauKr = 0.147, N = 7, p = 0.238 ), cofeeding and 1564 

station sharing (TauKr = 0.285, N = 7, p = 0.117). Multiple regression quadratic assignments 1565 

indicated that affiliation (-0.03), co-feeding (0.586), and proximity (0.00) did not explain station 1566 

sharing during phase 1 (Adjusted r2 = -0.054, S.E = 0.405, F = 0.302, p =0.823). This was also 1567 

observed during phase 2, affiliation (0.21), co-feeding (0.035), proximity (0.002) (Adjusted r2 = 1568 

0.013, S.E = 0.583, F = 1.181, p =0.329).  Additionally, MRQAP indicated no relationship 1569 

between affiliation (-0.061), co-feeding (0.019) and station sharing (Adjusted r2 = -0.040, S.E = 1570 

0.772, F = 0.208, p =0.813). 1571 

H1.4 Descriptive network metrics of mean half-weight index, in-degree, out-degree, eigenvector 1572 

centrality, clustering coefficient, affinity, and social index for individuals can be seen in table 3 1573 

for the affiliative networks and in table 4. For the co-feeding networks. Figure 4. Shows a visual 1574 

representation of ties between individuals using in and out-degrees. Average station usage 1575 

represented by average percent of time spent utilizing the guest feeding station was not 1576 

associated with social network metrics for the Brevard population or for JZG’s population in 1577 

either phase 1 or phase 2.  Lmp model incorporated Brevard and phase 1 metrics of affiliative in-1578 

degree (M = 3.75 SD = 2.78), affiliative eigenvector centrality (M = 0.37 SD = 0.03), affiliative 1579 

affinity(M = 6.98, SD = 0.57), affiliative clustering coefficient (M = 0.29, SD = 0.07), affiliative 1580 

mean half-weight index (M = 1.11, SD = 0.15), affiliative outdegree (M = 3.75, SD = 3.31), and 1581 

affiliative social index (M = 0.01, SD = 0.52) as a predictor of station use did not indicate a 1582 

significant association (F = 0.3181, R2  = -0.580 p = 0.9202). Table 6. displays relationship for 1583 
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each individual variable. Lmp model incorporated Brevard and phase 2 metrics of affiliative in-1584 

degree (M =3.12 , SD = 3.19), affiliative eigenvector centrality (M = 0.38 , SD = 0.01), 1585 

affiliative affinity (M = 7.03, SD = 0.60), affiliative clustering coefficient (M = 0.30, SD = 0.08), 1586 

affiliative mean half-weight index (M = 1.13, SD = 0.16), affiliative outdegree (M = 3.12, SD = 1587 

3.18) and affiliative social index (M = -0.01, SD = 0.49) as a predictor of station use did not 1588 

indicate a significant relationship (F = 0.263, Adjusted R2 = -0.515, p = 0.937) . Table 6. displays 1589 

the relationship for each individual variable.   1590 

H1.5 Sharing by giraffes, represented by average percent of time sharing the guest feeding 1591 

station was positively associated with measures of social position and importance for the Brevard 1592 

population as well as phase 1 and phase 2 of the JZG population. Lmp model incorporated 1593 

Brevard and phase 1 metrics of affiliative in-degree (M = 3.75 SD = 2.78), affiliative eigenvector 1594 

centrality (M = 0.37 SD = 0.03), affiliative affinity(M = 6.98, SD = 0.57), affiliative clustering 1595 

coefficient (M = 0.29, SD = 0.07), affiliative mean half-weight index (M = 1.11, SD = 0.15), and 1596 

affiliative outdegree (M = 3.75, SD = 3.31) as a predictor of average percent station sharing (M = 1597 

50.42, SD = 34.58) indicated a significant association (F = 4.463 , adjusted R2  = 0.615 p = 1598 

0.035). Table 6. displays relationship for each individual variable. This relationship was also 1599 

present in JZG’s phase 2 and Brevard observations using the Lmp model for affiliative in-degree 1600 

(M =3.12 , SD = 3.19), affiliative eigenvector centrality (M = 0.38 , SD = 0.01), affiliative 1601 

affinity (M = 7.03, SD = 0.60), affiliative clustering coefficient (M = 0.30, SD = 0.08), affiliative 1602 

mean half-weight index (M = 1.13, SD = 0.16), and affiliative outdegree (M = 3.12, SD = 3.18) 1603 

(F = 22.56 , adjusted R2  = 0.909  p = 0.0003*).   1604 

       Assessment for the relationship between network metrics and average percent of approaches 1605 

to an occupied feeding station using the lmp model did not indicate a relationship between 1606 
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network metrics of affiliative indegree, clustering coefficient, eigenvector centrality, and mean 1607 

half-weight index, for phase 1 and Brevard (M = 45.37, SD = 30.95); (F = 1.24 , adjusted R2  = 1608 

0.10,p = 0.388) but was significant for phase 2 and Brevard (M = 45.37, SD = 30.95); (F = 6.29, 1609 

adjusted R2  = 0.709 , p = 0.015). 1610 

      Assessment for the relationship between network metrics and average rate per minute of 1611 

initiated aggression while at station using the lmp model indicated a significant relationship for 1612 

phase1 and Brevard (M = 0.13, SD = 0.17); F = 3.905, adjusted R2  = 0.573,p = 0.049, mainly 1613 

due to clustering coefficient values (p = 0.026). This pattern was also observed for phase 2 and 1614 

Brevard (M = 0.049, SD = 0.074); F = 3.905, adjusted R2 = 0.573, p = 0.049; clustering 1615 

coefficient (p = 0.023), see table 6 for individual network results.  1616 

    Assessment for the relationship between network metrics and average rate per minute of 1617 

received aggression while at station using the lmp model indicated a significant relationship for 1618 

phase1 and Brevard (M =0.09, SD = 0.0.11); F = 4.64, adjusted R2  = 0.627,p = 0.032, mainly 1619 

due to clustering coefficient values (p = 0.04). This pattern was also observed for phase 2 and 1620 

Brevard (M = 0.14, SD = 0.39); F = 4.64, adjusted R2  = 0.627,p = 0.032, clustering coefficient 1621 

(p = 0.03) see table 6 for individual network results. 1622 

     Assessment for the relationship between network metrics and average rate per minute of 1623 

received approaches while at station using the lmp model did not indicate a significant 1624 

relationship for phase1 and Brevard (M = 0.178, SD = 0.085); F = 0.972, adjusted R2  = -0.013 ,p 1625 

= 0.506, or phase 2 and Brevard (M = 0.300, SD = 0.218); F = 0.662, adjusted R2  = -0.184 ,p =  1626 

0.684, see table 6 for individual network results.  1627 

   H2.1 Modified David’s scores (MDS) were correlated to average percent of station usage, 1628 

average percent of station sharing, and average percent of received approaches for all 1629 
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observations. In phase 1 observations, MDS (M = 0.001, SD = 4.45), was not correlated to 1630 

average percent of station usage (M =11.82, SD = 8.01; r (7) = -0.266, p = 0.282), or average 1631 

percent of time sharing (M = 6.77,SD = 17.9); r (7) = -0.352, p = 0.219, or average rate/minute 1632 

of received approach (M = 0.17 , SD = 0.12; r (7) = 0.077 p = 0.435). Similarly, in phase 2 1633 

observations, MDS (M = 0.001, SD = 5.16), was not correlated to average percent of station 1634 

usage (M = 16.96, SD = 11.30; r (7) = 0.558, p = 0.096), average percent of time sharing (M= 1635 

53.96, SD = 11.30; r (7) = 0.07, p = 0.441) or average rate/minute of received approach (M = 1636 

0.41, SD = 0.26; r (7) = -0.634 p = 0.063). In the Brevard observations, MDS (M = -0.0014, SD 1637 

= 1.65) was also not correlated to average percent of station usage  (M = 35.79, SD = 31.07; r (7) 1638 

= 0.12, p = 0.41), average percent of time sharing (M = 73.55, SD = 31.96;r (7) = 0.34, p = 0.23), 1639 

or average rate/minute of received approach (M = 0.18, SD = 0.058; r (7) = -0.29 p = 0.475). 1640 

Lmp model was used to correlate sex, age, and MDS to average percent of station usage, average 1641 

percent of station sharing, and average percent of received approaches for all observations, no 1642 

relationships were identified in either phase or Brevard’s population(see table 8).  1643 

H1.2  There were no significant correlations between MDS value and average rate of received 1644 

displacements (M = 0.17,SD = 0.11; r (7) = 0.077, p = 0.43), or average rate of initiated 1645 

displacements (M = 0.25, SD = 0.16; r (7) = -0.449, p = 0.156) during phase 1 observations. 1646 

There was no significant correlation between MDS and average rate of received displacements 1647 

(M = 0.01, SD = 0.083; r (7) = -0.578, p = 0.09), or average rate of initiated displacements (M= 1648 

0.28, SD = 0.54; r (7) = 0.20, p = 0.33) during phase 2. There was also no significant correlation 1649 

between MDS and average rate of received displacements (M = 0.02, SD= 0.058; r (7) = -0.087, 1650 

p = 0.43) or average rate of initiated displacements (M = 0.0035, SD = 0.005; r (7) = 0.40, p = 1651 

0.19) during Brevard observations. Lmp model was used to correlate sex, age, and MDS to 1652 
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average rate of received aggression and to average rate of initiated aggression. No relationships 1653 

were identified in either phase or Brevard’s population for received aggression or initiated 1654 

aggression, though a pattern for higher rates of initiated aggression by females was identified in 1655 

all observations (see table 8). 1656 

 1657 

 1658 

 1659 

 1660 

 1661 

 1662 

 1663 

 1664 

 1665 

 1666 

 1667 

 1668 

 1669 

 1670 
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DISCUSSION  1671 
          This study provides support for studying social interactions in zoological environments as 1672 

for the purpose of understanding animal use of environmental features. Here we found that 1673 

giraffes who are central and influential to their network spent more time sharing the station under 1674 

varying management strategies. Additionally, we found that relationships among conspecific are 1675 

context dependent and do not relate to relationships at the visitor feeding station. Dominance on 1676 

exhibit was not a predictor for station usage or displacement at the visitor station, indicating that 1677 

individuals should be managed differently under varying contexts. Environmental design can 1678 

serve to promote socially appropriate behaviors during guest engagements by providing a variety 1679 

of opportunities that allow for variable social feeding interactions.  1680 

Giraffe Social Ties are Context and Time Dependent 1681 

          Giraffes displayed non-random interactions in all interaction types (affiliative, co-feeding, 1682 

proximity, and station sharing) and across different times (phase 1 and phase 2), this was also 1683 

observed in the Brevard population. Non-random association patterns in giraffes have been 1684 

repeatedly observed in both zoological environments and field observations (Bashaw et al., 2007; 1685 

VanderWaal 2014; Carter 2013; Muller et al., 2018; Prehn et al., 2019; Lewton & Rose, 2019).  1686 

The study suggests that though network interaction rank was similar among exhibit interactions 1687 

it was not similar to station sharing interactions, indicating that direction and rank order of co-1688 

feeding and affiliative interactions are not transferable to guest provisioning programs. 1689 

Furthermore, vutard test indicates that significant ties among individuals are not consistent under 1690 

varying contexts and times (figures 1- 3). This indicates that interactions among conspecifics 1691 

may be context dependent and that specifically station sharing interactions vary more than 1692 

exhibit affiliative interactions. While Perhn et al., (2019)’s study indicated social preferences 1693 
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during feeding and foraging bouts, this study suggests that feeding preferences may be context 1694 

dependent according to the foraging opportunity and design. 1695 

Importance on Exhibit Influences Sharing Behavior at Guest Station 1696 

       Giraffe network metrics from affiliative interactions (half-weight index, out-degree, in-1697 

degree, eigenvector centrality, clustering coefficient, and affinity) were predictive of sharing at 1698 

the visitor station by individuals during phase 1 and phase 2 (maintaining Brevard constant). 1699 

This indicates that sharing of the visitor station is positively associated with metrics related to 1700 

social importance, centrality, and influence in the network. Additionally, during phase 2, these 1701 

measures were also indicative of approaches to an occupied station. The co-feeding network’s 1702 

metrics were not indicative of station sharing, confirming that though station sharing is a co-1703 

feeding interaction, there does not appear to be transferability between co-feeding on exhibit 1704 

(mainly consisting of sharing a feeder or browse) and occupying/ using a guest feeding station. 1705 

This indicates that though ties between conspecifics are context dependent, the overall position 1706 

and centrality of individuals does play a role in their interactions while using the guest feeding 1707 

station.  1708 

Social Position and Aggression at Guest Feeding Station  1709 

         Clustering coefficient values or cliquishness (Watts & Strogatz, 1998) were positively 1710 

related to received and initiated aggression while at the guest feeding station in both scenarios 1711 

and including the Brevard dataset. Potentially, this could indicate that individuals who are part of 1712 

a clique on exhibit are less tolerant while at the guest feeding station of non-clique members. 1713 

Further assessment of the role cliques in zoo habitats should be explored to understand their role 1714 

in various feeding contexts.  1715 

  Exhibit interactions and social position in relation to guest feeding station usage.  1716 
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        Network metrics from affiliative interactions or co-feeding interactions did not predict 1717 

station usage by individuals in either phase or in Brevard (table 6. & table 7.). This indicates that 1718 

usage may be modulated by space (See chapter 1) as well as other potential factors unmeasured 1719 

in this study such as personality, leniency towards human interactions, motivation, hunger, and 1720 

personal preference for food type at the visitor station.   1721 

Dominance does not relate to Station Use  1722 

        Modified David’s Scores is not indicative of station usage, or of station displacement 1723 

interactions (table 8.). This could mean that dominance rank order on exhibit does not transfer to 1724 

the guest feeding programs, further highlighting differences between exhibit and station usage 1725 

interactions. In both phase 1 and phase 2, females appeared to be more likely to displace at the 1726 

visitor station, independent of dominance (table 5 & table 8). This challenges prior believes of 1727 

males and their role in monopolizing the guest feeding station and supports the idea that female 1728 

dominance for giraffes follows socio-ecological theory framework and is related to food 1729 

competition (Fournier & Festa-Bianchet, 1995). Findings from chapter 1 suggest that 1730 

displacement rates are higher at the guest feeding station than the rest of the exhibit, with space 1731 

allotment playing a role in displacement rates by individuals. These two findings combined 1732 

indicate that though displacement is highest at the station, it is not executed by individuals with 1733 

the highest MDS values, potentially indicating that individuals who are not dominant on exhibit 1734 

modulate their behavior for access to the feeding station due to the constricted nature of the 1735 

feeding station. Further information should be collected on the nature of displacement 1736 

interactions at the guest feeding station in order to understand the role these displacement 1737 

interactions play on the overall dominance hierarchy of the group. Because displacement rates 1738 
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were highest in this context, it is possible that these interactions should be accounted for when 1739 

calculating MDS (Horova, et al, 2015).  1740 

Social Structure Implications for Environmental Design  1741 
 1742 
       Findings from this study suggest that guest provisioning programs could be an opportunity 1743 

to provide individuals with variable guest feeding and interaction opportunities that better 1744 

represent their social structure on exhibit. Because station sharing appears to be influenced by 1745 

social position related to centrality, importance, and cliqueness, individuals who are more central 1746 

to the network spend more time sharing with others though not necessarily feeding more. To 1747 

provide opportunities to more peripheral members to engage with feeding programs, a variety of 1748 

guest engagement opportunities with optimal space facilitation between individuals could 1749 

improve the likelihood of simultaneous engagement with guest programs.  1750 

Further Analysis  1751 

       Because sociality varied over short periods of time, as seen in Lewton & Rose (2019), it 1752 

would be beneficial to observe potential changes in station usage and dynamic according to 1753 

season, visitor density, as well as exhibit resource distribution especially for habitats which 1754 

depend on naturally present browse. It is possible that station usage can be mediated by browse 1755 

distribution as well as temperature. Lastly, individuals under one were excluded from this 1756 

analysis, however, it would beneficial to understand how individuals begin to shape their 1757 

interactions with others in relation to guest feeding opportunities. Due to the variability of guest 1758 

engagement designs across AZA institutions, further analysis should focus on the role of social 1759 

importance and influence on station interactions in a variety of guest feeding designs which may 1760 

vary in space, height, schedules, and encompass varying group compositions.  1761 

Conclusion  1762 
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The study of social structure and group dynamics is an important tool for understanding social 1763 

animals housed in zoological environments, especially when accounting for modifications to 1764 

provide guest experiences. Here we found that giraffe social position from affiliative interactions 1765 

with conspecifics on exhibit plays a role in dictating sharing interactions at guest provisioning 1766 

programs under varying management protocols and guest engagement designs. This study 1767 

provided insight to context dependent ties and interactions in a zoological environment. Finally, 1768 

it disproved the customary belief of male monopolization at guest engagement points for the 1769 

studied population, highlighting the role of female resource displacement instead. As guest 1770 

engagement opportunities continue to increase, this type of analysis is helpful to design animal 1771 

opportunities that appropriately serve the existing group dynamics while providing educational 1772 

and engaging guest experiences.  1773 

 1774 

 1775 

 1776 

 1777 

 1778 

 1779 

 1780 

 1781 

 1782 

 1783 

 1784 

 1785 

 1786 
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Table 1. Individuals Observed 1787 
Institution Name Sex  Age  Sub-Species  

 Duke Male 20 Years Reticulated  
 Sir Isaac Male 2 Months Reticulated  

 Naomi Female 11 Years Reticulated  
Jacksonville Luna Female 10 Years Reticulated  
 Lily Female 1 Year Reticulated  
 Ivy Female 2 Months Reticulated  

 Spock Female 16 Years Hybrid 
 Faraja Female 12 Years N/A 
 Willow Female 2 Years Reticulated 

  Raffiki Male 19 Years Masai 
 Doc Male 15 Years Hybrid 
  Floyd Male 1 Year Masai 
Brevard Greg Male 2 years Masai 
  Sprinkles Male 9 Months Masai 

  Milenna Female 16 Years Masai 
 Johari Female 18 Years Masai 
  Kumi Female 5 Years  Masai 

 1788 
*Individuals italicized under one year at the time of observation were not included in analyses of 1789 
habitat or station usage. These individuals were unable to physically reach the station and relied 1790 
on maternal milk during the time of observations.  1791 
 1792 

 1793 

 1794 

 1795 

 1796 

 1797 

 1798 

 1799 
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Table  2. Ethogram (Bashaw, 2003; Seeber et al., 2012) 1800 
Table 2. Ethogram Modified from  (Bashaw, 2003; Seeber et al., 2012) 
Agonistic Behaviors  Description: Recorded all-occurrence  

Avoid  
Animal moves away at the approach of other, but no 
resource is involved.  

Displace 
One animal takes away resources from other (food, water, 
shade). 

Displaced Animal that loses resources (food, water, shade). 

Sparring 
Animal stands next to another animal and repeatedly 
throws head and neck towards the body or neck of the 
other. Note actor and recipient. 

Non-Contact Yield Receiver of non-contact aggression. 

Non-Contact Aggression 

Any threatening or attempts of aggressive behavior which 
does not result in contact. Examples: Chasing with ears 
back, lunging, feigning to bite, kick, or attempting to bite/ 
kick. 

Contact Yield Receiver of contact aggression 

Contact Aggression 
Aggressive behavior that results in contact. Examples: 
Head butting, kicking, biting. 

Bumping Strikes at head, neck, or any part of recipient including 
rump. 

Use of Station Behaviors  Description: Recorded all-occurrence & Duration 

Sharing Station Feeding 

Two or more animals stand at feeding station 
simultaneously within neck length of each other. Animal is 
taking food from visitors/ staff or standing idle. Indicate 
individuals sharing station and individual who initated 
sharing interaction. (Duration) 

Stating Usage Alone 
Animal is receiving food from visitor/ staff at the feeding 
station or standing. Individual is alone at station. Indicate 
which station. (Duration)   

Displaced at Station 
Animal loses access to feeding station by any of the 
displacement interactions.  

Station Approach Individual is one neck length or less from the barrier.  

Displacement at Station 
Animal takes away access to feeding station enagaging in 
any of the "agonistic" behaviors.  

Social/ Interactive Behaviors  Description: Recorded all-occurrence  

Approach 
Animal moves to proximity or contact with another 
animal. Animal must appear to be moving directly towards 
another animal. 
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Social Play 
Animal frolics  with other animal (Bucking, throws head, 
or runs in circles). Animal's ears are forward. Note actor 
and recipient. 

Necking Animal rubs neck with another giraffe. Note actor and 
recipient . 

Head Rub 
Animal rubs head on any part of the other animal's body 
other than head or neck. (If head, score muzzle, if neck, 
score necking). 

Co-Feeding Two animals in proximity or contact feed at the same time. 
From same feeder or bush. 

Sentinel 
One animal approaches another animal that is lying down 
and stands in proximity to that animal (Note actor and 
recipient). 

Anogenital Exam Animal sniffs or licks the anogenital area of another. (Note 
actor and recipient). 

Urine Testing Animal licks the urine of another animal (Note actor and 
recipient). 

Flehmen 
Animal inhales while lifting upper lip, usually lifts head 
and flares nostrils. Usually in response to scent and usually 
following urine testing. 

Attempted Mount 

This animal rocks onto back feet and lifts front feet off the 
ground, attempts to place sternum on the back of recipient 
while standing behind the animal. This action does not 
result in mounting. (Note actor and recipient). 

Mount 

Animal rocks onto back feet and lifts front feet off the 
ground to place sternum on the back of another animal, 
while standing behind the animal. (Note actor and 
recipient). 

Mate Guard 
One animal stands directly behind the other in either 
contact or close proximity and performs no other behavior. 
(Note actor and recipient). 

Copulation Animals engage in sex (Note actor and recipient). 

Nursing One animal is suckling the udders of another (Note actor 
and recipient). 

Proximity Measures  Description: Recorded  1-minute interval 

Nearest Neighbor  Indicated closest neighbor  

Proximate All animals within two neck lengths of the scanned 
animal, but not in contact with the scanned animal 

Contact Two or more animals make contact  
 

 

 1801 
 1802 
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Table  3. Affiliative Network Metrics 1803 
 Affiliative Network       

 
Mean Half 

Weight 

Index 

Out-

Degree  
In-Degree  

Eigenvector 

Centrality 

Clustering 

Coefficient 
Affinity  

Social 

Index 

Individuals Phase 1  

Duke 1.07 7.79 0.41 0.35 0.34 7.10 -0.89 
Faraja 1.07 0.52 0.15 0.36 0.35 7.13 -0.57 
Naomi 1.22 1.31 5.97 0.40 0.37 6.91 0.64 
Luna 1.08 1.04 3.02 0.36 0.38 7.06 0.48 
Spock 1.24 2.16 7.01 0.39 0.28 6.65 0.51 
Willow 1.19 1.14 0.88 0.39 0.35 6.86 -0.12 
Lily 1.20 4.25 0.79 0.39 0.36 6.92 -0.69 

 Phase 2  

Duke 1.24 2.49 0.26 0.42 0.40 7.21 -0.81 
Faraja 1.13 0.38 0.16 0.40 0.44 7.64 -0.38 
Naomi 1.14 0.76 3.81 0.36 0.36 7.05 0.68 
Luna 1.13 1.28 2.33 0.34 0.34 6.72 0.30 
Spock 1.39 0.63 1.66 0.45 0.35 6.89 0.44 
Willow 1.05 1.55 0.47 0.32 0.36 6.89 -0.54 
Lily 1.07 2.29 0.68 0.33 0.38 6.92 -0.56 

 Brevard 

Raffikki 0.86 1.99 2.37 0.34 0.32 8.50 0.67 
Doc 1.16 3.97 5.96 0.37 0.20 6.48 0.05 
Johari 1.01 1.77 2.67 0.34 0.23 7.17 0.01 
Milenna  1.03 2.53 6.79 0.36 0.28 7.18 0.52 
Kumi 1.03 5.80 8.84 0.36 0.26 7.32 0.24 
Floyd 1.19 5.81 3.42 0.39 0.23 6.55 -0.22 
Greg 1.52 12.46 4.27 0.47 0.16 5.91 -0.53 

 1804 
Table 3. Displays measured network metrics for affiliative interactions (including co-feeding) for 1805 
phase 1, phase 2 of the JZG population and the Brevard Zoo population.  1806 
 1807 
 1808 
 1809 
 1810 
 1811 
 1812 
 1813 
 1814 
 1815 
 1816 
 1817 
 1818 
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Table  4. Co-feeding Network Metrics  1819 
 Co-Feeding Network       

 
Mean Half 

Weight 

Index 

Out-

Degree  
In-Degree  

Eigenvector 

Centrality 

Clustering 

Coefficient 
Affinity  

Social 

Index 

Individuals Phase 1  

Duke 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
Faraja 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
Naomi 1.65 0.20 1.19 0.57 0.26 3.60 0.72 
Luna 0.78 0.20 0.15 0.37 0.60 6.20 -0.14 
Spock 0.77 0.36 0.10 0.37 0.60 6.22 -0.58 
Willow 0.85 0.22 0.22 0.39 0.60 5.91 0.00 
Lily 1.36 0.78 0.10 0.50 0.39 4.01 -0.78 

 Phase 2  

Duke 1.22 0.00 0.03 0.63 0.00 10.60 1.00 
Faraja 1.73 0.10 0.00 0.69 0.00 7.03 -1.00 
Naomi 1.18 0.13 0.65 0.11 0.15 5.88 0.68 
Luna 0.90 0.16 0.25 0.07 0.20 6.83 0.23 
Spock 1.05 0.06 0.22 0.30 0.06 8.46 0.56 
Willow 0.93 0.40 0.09 0.09 0.20 6.75 -0.63 
Lily 1.16 0.49 0.10 0.11 0.14 5.93 -0.68 

 Brevard 

Raffikki 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.01 
Doc 1.36 0.00 0.39 0.45 0.12 5.24 1.00 
Johari 1.08 0.20 0.00 0.39 0.00 6.17 -1.00 
Milenna  0.96 0.11 0.24 0.37 0.32 6.75 0.43 
Kumi 0.88 0.05 0.09 0.36 0.25 7.17 0.33 
Floyd 1.09 0.05 0.20 0.39 0.17 5.93 0.67 
Greg 1.48 0.52 0.00 0.48 0.18 5.10 -1.00 

 1820 
Table 4. Displays measured network metrics for co-feeding interactions for phase 1, phase 2 of 1821 
the JZG population and the Brevard Zoo population.  1822 
 1823 
 1824 
 1825 
 1826 
 1827 
 1828 
 1829 
 1830 
 1831 
 1832 
 1833 
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Table  5. Station Interactions and Exhibit Dominance 1834 

 1835 
Table 5. Displays exhibit dominance values indicated by Modified David’s Score (MDS) and 1836 
station interactions for phase 1, phase 2 of the JZG population and the Brevard Zoo population. 1837 
 1838 

 

      

 
Modified 

David's 

Score  

Average 

% Station 

Use  

Average % 

Station 

Sharing  

Average % of 

Approaches to 

Occupied 

Station  

Average 

Rate/ 

minute of 

Received 

Approaches 

Rate/ 

minute of 

Initiated 

Aggression 

Rate/ minute  

of Received 

Aggression 

Individuals Phase 1  

Duke 4.97 5.96 3.02 0.00 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Faraja -1.60 3.81 4.41 1.85 0.04 0.35 0.04 
Naomi -0.94 4.54 48.87 58.59 0.25 0.31 0.25 
Luna 3.34 11.79 39.49 46.20 0.27 0.48 0.27 
Spock -3.51 11.75 28.26 39.38 0.14 0.11 0.14 
Willow -6.80 24.52 41.17 45.21 0.19 0.16 0.19 
Lily 4.55 20.36 25.78 26.00 0.30 0.32 0.30 

 Phase 2  

Duke 9.01 23.54 32.55 6.25 0.11 0.03 0.00 
Faraja -5.98 2.94 14.28 11.90 0.88 0.00 1.49 
Naomi 0.75 9.80 74.63 91.47 0.64 0.16 0.11 
Luna 0.94 11.79 75.34 93.60 0.38 0.09 0.09 
Spock -4.24 10.92 59.56 59.21 0.31 0.04 0.10 
Willow -3.64 23.59 61.33 71.35 0.32 0.13 0.13 
Lily 3.17 36.13 60.00 67.81 0.25 0.23 0.02 

 Brevard 

Raffikki 0.00 30.51 100.00 39.85 0.25 0.00 0.01 
Doc -0.54 31.67 54.12 47.13 0.13 0.00 0.03 
Johari 2.38 16.57 61.85 73.41 0.14 0.01 0.01 
Milenna  -0.54 88.93 30.88 11.89 0.13 0.01 0.00 
Kumi 0.00 1.56 100.00 100.00 0.16 0.00 0.00 
Floyd -2.81 14.78 51.00 45.69 0.22 0.00 0.00 
Greg 1.50 66.50 100.00 100.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 
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Table  6. lmp Model Affiliative Interaction. Metrics for phase 1 & Brevard, and phase 2 Brevard 1839 
population 1840 
 1841 
 1842 
 1843 
 1844 
 1845 
 1846 
 1847 
 1848 
 1849 
 1850 
 1851 
 1852 
 1853 
 1854 
 1855 
 1856 
 1857 
 1858 
 1859 
 1860 
 1861 
 1862 
 1863 
 1864 
 1865 
 1866 
 1867 
 1868 
 1869 
 1870 
 1871 
 1872 
 1873 
 1874 
 1875 
 1876 
 1877 
 1878 
 1879 
 1880 
 1881 
 1882 
 1883 
 1884 
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Table  7. lmp Model Co-feeding Interaction Metrics for phase 1 & Brevard, and phase 2 Brevard 1885 
population. 1886 

 1887 
 1888 
 1889 
 1890 
 1891 
 1892 
.  1893 
 1894 
 1895 
 1896 
 1897 
 1898 
 1899 
 1900 
 1901 
 1902 
 1903 
 1904 
 1905 
 1906 
 1907 
 1908 
 1909 
 1910 
 1911 
 1912 
 1913 
 1914 
 1915 
 1916 
 1917 
 1918 
 1919 
 1920 
 1921 
 1922 
 1923 
 1924 
 1925 
 1926 
 1927 
 1928 
 1929 

 1930 
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Table 8. Lmp model using Modified David Scores, Age, Sex and station usage and interactions.  1931 
 1932 

 1933 
 1934 
 1935 
 pattern (>0.05 – 0.069).  1936 
 1937 
 1938 
 1939 
 1940 
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 1941 
 1942 
Figure 1. Vutard significant ties Phase 1 JZG. 1943 
Displays significant directional relationships during phase 1 observations for affiliative exhibit 1944 
interactions, co-feeding exhibit interactions, and station sharing interactions as indicated by 1945 
vutard test. Gray arrows indicate statistically significant relationships, white arrows indicate non-1946 
significant trends.  1947 
     1948 
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 1949 
Figure 2. Vutard significant ties Phase 2 JZG. 1950 
Displays significant directional relationships during phase 1 observations for affiliative exhibit 1951 
interactions, co-feeding exhibit interactions, and station sharing interactions as indicated by 1952 
vutard test. Gray arrows indicate statistically significant relationships, white arrows indicate 1953 
pattern (>0.05 – 0.069).  1954 
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 1955 
Figure  3. Vutard significant ties Brevard. 1956 
Displays significant directional relationships during phase 1 observations for affiliative exhibit 1957 
interactions, co-feeding exhibit interactions, and station sharing interactions as indicated by 1958 
vutard test. Gray arrows indicate statistically significant relationships, white arrows indicate 1959 
pattern (>0.05 – 0.069).  1960 
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 1961 

 1962 
Figure  4. Visual network representation of affiliative, co-feeding, and station sharing networks 1963 
for JZG Phase 1 observations, JZG Phase 2 observations, and Brevard observations. The size of 1964 
the arrow displays the relative value of the out-going and in-coming interactions, the shade of the 1965 
node indicates the relative size of the overall degree value for the individual, and the size of the 1966 
node indicates the relative strength of the individual’s in-degree. 1967 
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 1970 
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